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A JOURNAL OF ENGLISH DAYS
(September)
—Kensington Church Walk, St Mary Abbotts
Grey stone and dun through the mustard edges of chestnut
leaves.
Inside, a funeral's going on and I back off
To sit on a wooden bench
Against a brick wall
in the slick, unseasonable sunshine.
Trying to piece together
The way it must have been for someone in 1908
Fresh up from Italy,
A couple of books of his own poems in one hand
and a dead galaxy
Set to go off in crystal inside his head.
Over the stained glass windows in front of me.
In Kensington black and white,
Ancient Lights
Is nailed to the churchside stone.
The children trailing out of the false penumbra
into the sun-screed in Indian file
1 hen in again, shrilling, in cadence, their little song.
— I'm back for a second look,
but someone is meditating on last week's bench
In a full lotus. Now he touches his nose
With his right forefinger, and now
With his left.
His black shoes puddle beneath him
Like backs of mirrors he'll walk on tenderly
Over the flat-laid churchyard gravestones when he leaves.
But now he's back in position,
hands cupped
In his lap, thumb-end touching thumb-end, his eyes closed
5
One of those weightless, effortless late September days
As sycamore leaves
tack down the unresisting air
Onto the fire-knots of late roses
Still pumping their petals of flame
up from the English loam,
And I suddenly recognize
The difference between the spirit and flesh
is finite, and slowly transgressable . . .
(October)
— October everywhere out of the sunlight
Onto the China jade of the blowing fields
Of Kensington Gardens —
Or else come down like wet lint
Over the Avon, soaking the glass.
It swivels my eyes that work me for grief and affliction
And pink my spirit, it guides my hand.
Fulke Greville lies in his stone boat in the church of St Mary
In Warwickshire, not rippling the cold
Which clings like water drops to what was his face
On the other side of the light.
His kinsmen, Lords of the Bear and the Ragged Staff,
lie scattered around him,
Hermetically sealed in stone.
Who was friend to Elizabeth R and Sir Philip Sidney, ghost
In his own room now,
all passions heeled.
This afternoon I came up
Out of his Warwick dungeon
into the slow swish of the English rain.
Its bead curtain and lengths of chain
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Strangely consoling after the iron artifacts
Hanging below like rib cages
and lungs in the torturous gloom.
The castle seemed to encircle me with its stone wings
And all of it lift
slightly at once, then settle back
As though the wind had died
That blows continuously under our feet
Holding up everything, then started again,
and what had sunk was risen,
I don't know, at least to where it began . . .
— October's a kind time.
The rain lying like loose bandages over the ground.
The white bounty of mushrooms thrusting their flesh up.
The comforting slide of darkness
edging like deep water
Back through the afternoon.
The sycamore trees in Lennox Gardens crisp and spray
In the wind, our discontent,
like Orpheus, singing elsewhere,
Charon, in slow motion, poling his empty boat
Cross-current, over the dark water
Into the different music of London traffic,
the coin still clenched in his teeth
The other side of the Thames . .
Back in the Gardens, it s tag end of a skitterish day,
October 17th, Sir Philip dead
397 years today,
I watch the stiff papers scudding across the lawn.
Leaves heaped to vindicate speedily
The offices of the end,
dogs nosing the moist-eared edges of things.
Noticing gradually
7
A larger darkness inching up through the dark
Like grass, that means to cover us all.
Across the way, the yellow moths of the window lights
Break from their blue cocoons.
— The trees stay green longer here, lacking
The clubbing frost that stuns them to glory.
Their leaves lie in limes and tans
Flocking the grass, vaguely pre-cubist to me.
And blurred, without my glasses, arranged
In an almost-pattern of colors across the yard.
The same colors Cezanne once used in the same way
So often down in Provence.
He died there today
77 years ago, October 22nd, the fields and houses and trees
Still these colors and pure arrangements
Oozing out of the earth, dropping out of the sky
in memory of him each year
Everywhere, north and south . . .
He never painted the moon.
Never romantic enough,
he saw what he saw in a white light.
Still, I remember it there, hanging like a doubloon
Over Puyricard, outside Aix, some 15 years ago,
Godfrey and I in our yellow suits
vamping the landscape
Along the canal, first in its half, then two weeks later its full
dress.
It's here now, powdering through the trees
as cars go by, and drunks sing in the street.
The blue light from a tv swarms at the windowpanes
In one of the Dutch Georgians across the way.
He made us see differently, where the hooks fit, and the eyes
go . . .
Nothing is ever finished.
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— Up from the basement flat at 43A,
up past the Greek college.
Across Walton to Ovington Gardens
Then over to Brompton Road
And across,
left to the Oratory and right
Up under the chestnut trees to Ennismore Mews,
Up past the gardens and Prince's Gate
Across the main road and Rotten Row,
bicycle track
And long grass down to the Serpentine,
Ducks on the water, geese on the water, the paired swans
Imperious and the gulls
neat on the slick edges.
Then backtrack and a right turn
To the west, across the road and into Kensington Gardens
And out to the chestnut and beech grove
As the dogs go by
and the punks noodle along
In their chrome stud-belts and technicolor hair.
What breeze-bristled cities the trees are.
Their lights snatched off and on,
streets cluttered with leaves.
The sky is scrubbed to a Delft blue
in the present tense.
Segueing into grey and a future pearl.
I m stuck heie, unwilling to trace my steps back.
The month running down like a love affair
inexorably to its close,
Sunday, October 30th, Pound's birthday 98 years ago,
Everything lidded with grey, unporridgey clouds now,
Smooth as a slice of tin
or a flat rock in the street.
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Like a bouffant hair-do of steel wool.
The limbs of a leafless chestnut tree are back-combed by the
wind.
The English mind, he said, the cold soup of the English mind.
At Pisa it all came back
in a different light
In the wind-sear and sun-sear of the death cages.
Remembering Christmases in the country, the names
Of dead friends in the Tuscan twilight
building and disappearing across the sky.
Cold soup, cold soup,
Longwater color of pewter,
late grass green neon.
— Short Riff for John Keats on his 188 th Birthday
Hopkins thought your verse abandoned itself
To an enervating luxury,
a life of impressions
In fairyland, life of a dreamer.
And lacking the manly virtues of active thought.
Born on All Hallow's Eve, what other early interest
Can one assume,
that single, arterial drop of blood
On the clean sheet dispelling for good
a subsequent second,
Little black light magnet, imagination's Buddha . . .
(November)
— A Traveller between life and death . . .
Where is that line between sleep and sleep,
That line like a wind over water
Rippling toward shore,
appearing and disappearing
In wind-rise and wind-falter —
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That line between rain and sleet,
between leaf-bronze and leaf-drop —
That line where the river stops and the lake begins.
Where the black blackens
and light comes out of the light . . .
Stone circle at Castlerigg,
Cumbrian, Paleolithic chancel
Against the November mist and vault.
Mouth-mark of the invisible, air become breath
And ecclesiastical smoke . . .
Crows, like strings of black Christmas tree lights, burn in the
bare trees.
And silver Y moths — though soon to die — appear at dusk.
The night coming down, a dark snow
Piecemeal and hard across the moors
3500 years ago.
like the ashes of Paradise
Helvellyn and Thirlmere
Sluicing to charcoal down-valley, water and earth
And air all bleared to the same color, an indiscriminate estuary
Shoaling into the landscape, nobody here but me
Unspooling to nothingness,
line after line after latched, untraceable line . .
— November pares us like green apples,
circling under our skins
In long, unbroken spirals until
We are sweet flesh for the elements
surprised by the wind's shear
Curling down from the north of Wales
Like Occam's edge to Steeple Aston and Oxfordshire.
U
“Worst time of the year/' he said,
“leaves everywhere
And fresh cold to shiver your very seeds.
I've burned two piles already, Saturday morning yet — "
This in the Norman churchyard.
Grey flake and flame in a hushed mound on Delia Johnson,
God Knows His Own,
Lead lines in the arteries for the first time, magpies
Hustling their double notes
steadily, like oars in an oar-lock,
Beechwoods and whitehorns, hawthorn and mountain ash
All burning down to bare ricks
Against the dropdraft of cold as winter circles and moves
in . . .
— Chelsea Embankment, 5 pm: Whistler pastels squished
Down the fluted water, orange.
Tamarind, apricot
jade on the slate slip of the river,
Tug-ducks moored at the mudbanks,
Southbank light-string reflections stretched like struck and vi-
brating pipes.
The Thames rung softly
cross-river, and always a different note
Under the Albert Bridge, the Chelsea and out through town —
Or star-colored steps that sink
Beneath the shark-skin of the current
down to the corridors
And bone-bossed gallery gates of the end.
— I keep coming back, like a tongue to a broken tooth,
Kensington Church Walk,
late afternoon,
Pigeons in bas-relief and frieze on the building's edge —
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There is no sickness of spirit like home-sickness
When what you are sick for
has never been seen or heard
In this world, or even remembered
except as a smear of bleached light
Opening, closing beyond any alphabet's
Recall to witness and isolate . . .
November's my favorite month,
the downside of autumn
And winter in first array, the sky
Constabled now and again
Over Kensington Gardens:
north of the Serpentine,
A pale light on the bright side of the dark.
Everything starting to glide and refract,
moving just under water . . .
— Today is fire and solution, rack
of veins in the ruined trees,
A warm wind from the south and crows like mistletoe in the
twist
And tuck of diluvial branches —
Stay out of the way and be conspicuous.
Step back and let your story, like water, go where it will.
Cut down your desires,
alone, as you are, on the white heart of the earth
— The sadness of Sunday train rides in the rain.
Little gardens and back yards
Bellied up to the buffed tracks.
Their wet laundry and broken toys beside TO LET signs.
Crushed styrofoam cups
small pockets of old ice turned out.
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The joyless twitter of wheels
and couplings turning and changing.
Whole centers of villages
Scooped out and fenced in for a high rise or a car park.
Anguish of bitten trees, slow
Bull's-eyes of raindrops in flat, colorless water pools.
And all the south of England
Under the sponge,
no one in sight but the yellow-slickered rail workers
Standing like patient, exotic birds
On the outskirts of Redhill, or upline from Hayward's Heath,
One on one leg, as though poised for frogs,
The desolate, wax faces
Of young mothers gripping their children from side to side
In the fleshed, electric light,
stunned by
Something they never asked for.
Something like somebody else's life, that they've been given.
Sadness of platforms, black umbrellas
Doleful on benches, half-opened, damp.
Tedious sense
Of expectation, the clouds
Continuing on for days past our destinations . . .
(December)
— Noon like cicada wings,
translucence remembered, half-sheets
Of light over light on the black stones
Of the crescent walk and bodices of the rhododendron,
Red eye of the whirring sun —
December comes out of the ground
Shedding its skin on the bare trees.
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And hovers above the northern sky.
Wings like new glass,
wings like a thousand miles of new glass —
How sweet to think that Nature is solvency,
that something empirically true
Lies just under the dead leaves
That will make us anchorites in the dark
Chambers of some celestial perpetuity —
nice to think that.
Given the bleak alternative.
Though it hasn't proved so before,
and won't now
No matter what things we scrape aside —
God is an abstract noun.
— Flashback: a late September Sunday,
the V&A courtyard.
Holly and I at one end.
Bronze Buddha under some falling leaves at the other:
Weightlessness of the world's skin
undulating like a balloon
Losing its air around us, down drifting down




That recovers me and slides me in like a hand
As I unclench and spread




LOSS AND RESCUE: POETS ON THEIR POEMS
Poetry often deals with loss, and in doing so attempts to rescue or
salvage something, to preserve what little can be preserved. This
rhythm is familiar to those who write poetry and those who read
it; it is timeless, and therefore, not surprisingly, contemporary.
In the two essays that follow, Abba Kovner and Miroslav Holub
discuss their poems in ways that reflect the pattern of loss and
rescue that is fundamental to poetry. The kinds of loss vary, and
the ways of dealing with it are often quite dissimilar, but the
poets acknowledge frankly, often quite movingly, in their poems
and their comments on them, that they must respond, as we all
must, to change and death and the destructions of history. Abba
Kovner broods on a world that has vanished and briefly lives
again in a smell on a city street. Miroslav Holub connects the
death of a beloved teacher to the agonies of change that occur on
every level of being and reality. It is as if these poets had taken the
tired word "lament" and given it new meaning, energy, and dig-
nity. As long as life is characterized by loss and we are not alto-
gether defeated by it, they seem to tell us, there will be poetry.
These essays are excerpted from Alberta Turner's forthcoming
sequel to 50 Contemporary Poets. It should be emphasized that while
they have a thematic grouping here, they will in that collection
belong to a larger and more inclusive format in which the poets
have been encouraged to explore, through questions by the edi-
tor, the origins, techniques, and meanings of their poems. In
some cases, the format will be that of question and answer, in
others of a preliminary statement by the editor followed by an
essay by the poet. We especially wish to thank Gordon T. Ander-






The father wore an overcoat with a narrow velvet collar.
2
Once in a while there was a striped suit underneath and a shirt
always neatly pressed.
3
Sorrow already lay on his clothes
like an eternal crease.
4
There was no radio at home. And there was no end to his
curiosity,
his thoughts awake at night walking
everywhere.
5
In his time he figured correctly
the results of the Russo-Japanese War, a bit late.
6
He liked potato pie with salt herring.
7
When he couldn't have herring he made do
with the brine.
8
Suddenly the first World War
was over. A year later
Poland's liberation began. In 1919
he inherited a stone building
18
9
in the capital. On the bank of the river, with
condemned apartments. When he was already




he still loved potato pie his wife
made in all seasons.
12
They loved the sea
because another country came close
reflected in its waters.
13
He dreamed he'd go back
14
15
So he went back. On the day he imagined
his father returned
he lost his voice. And more.
16
He stood on the threshold.
17
There was no witness to see
the father
still standing on the threshold
19
18
and not remembering the time. How long
his mouth was wide open
19
and silent.
Until he moved his lips. Until his tongue




behind the muslin curtain and the boy,
a buzzing in his head.
21
From that time on he feels a buzzing
in his head. Like pieces of a heart scraping his temples
and not only when
22
there's an uninvited guest,
present without coming. Or
when he plays with his grandson: all the colors of the rainbow
in a soap bubble ready to burst
on the window screen.
Then
it's there — this buzzing in his head!
23
The pain passes as it comes.
Often
there's nothing in its place.
translated by Shirley Kaufman
20
Questions on “Potato Pie"
Although the New Criticism , that formed the reading habits of most
Americans between the world wars , insists that any poem can be apprehended
fully by a close reading of its unaided text, 1 suspect that this principle applies
only to poems written by members of the same culture, who have had the same
linguistic and historical experiences. The Odyssey read by Pope is not the same
poem as that heard by Heroic Age listeners; Paradise Lost read in an American
university classroom is not the same experience it was to Milton's "fit audience
though few"; and "Potato Pie, " unaided, is likely to be read by Americans, who
have no first-hand experience of military occupation or starvation or genocide,
as a poem which begins as affectionate nostalgia, but turns unaccountably terri-
fying. To them the loss of home means usually that when one drives back
through the town where one grew up, one is saddened by the fact that the elm tree
in front of the house has died or the empty field next door is now a parking lot.
Their reaction is a sweetish or at most a bittersweet nostalgia. They cannot quite
conceive a memory so terrible that the mind blanks it out or translates it to
physical pain. Therefore, as one such reader, I can ask only questions that reveal
my lack of full awareness and my need for all the help you can give me with the
poem's context.
1. What specific occasion prompted you to write the poem ? When?
2. The father in the poem appears to be poor (no radio, sometimes he couldn't
have herring with his potato pie, he inherits condemned apartments); yet his
shirt is always pressed, he is politically aware, enterprising. Why does sorrow
lie on his clothes like an eternal crease"? Are you suggesting what will happen
to him?
3. Why is #14 blank? What happens between the time the poet dreams ofgoing
back (to his father's home?) and does go back? Is it too painful to write about?
4. Why does he (the poet?) lose his voice when he imagines his father returns
(#15)? What did he lose besides his voice ( “and more")?
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5. Did you write the first half of the poem to prepare us for the son's loss and
pain? What is the significance of potato pie? Is it a staple of the Jewish diet?
6. Is the buzzing in the head of the boy the sound of his memory? Why is it so
persistent?
7. Is the poem autobiographical?
8. What determined your verse form: line and stanza breaks, use of numbers
for each stanza
,
putting the parts of the same sentences into several different
stanzas?
9. How many revisions did the poem undergo, over what time?
10. What, if anything, has translation changed in the poem: sound, rhythm,
tone? Other?
1 1 . How does this translation, in your opinion, differ from other translations
of the same poem?
22
Answers to questions on "Potato Pie"
Imagine, only imagine, that America disappeared. As a result
of a sudden shocking and unexpected catastrophe, the United
States was erased from the earth. That is to say, the people, not
the continent. The nation and the entire American civilization
simply faded away, went up in smoke.
Tommy is a young boy from Cincinnati who survived some-
how. He arrived at a safe harbor in Kasrilevka*. Where is Kasri-
levka? It doesn't matter — it is in another world. And Tommy
clung to the new place that gave him friendly shelter. While he
was trying to get over his anxiety and loneliness, he made an
admirable effort to adjust to the customs of the place and to re-
build his life.
And Tommy, the boy, became a man. He married, had chil-
dren, built a new home. His name was no longer Tommy, but
Tomiel. In the local language it meant the "innocence of God."He
learned to speak the language of the Kasrilevkers, to dress like
them, and even to enjoy their exotic food. Actually, that was one
of his more difficult experiences. More even than reading the
local newspapers of Kasrilevka. But all that passed. And Tommy,
Tomiel, is now quite a happy man, loves his new homeland. He is
satisfied.
One day (it's a pity we didn't mark the exact date though we
still remember the exact place where it happened), in the middle
of the street, on the stairs in front of G's restaurant, suddenly he
smells the long forgotten smell of hamburger. God!
What is a hamburger doing in Kasrilevka? Tomiel rubs his eyes,
rubs his nose, excited and confused. What is real here? The ham-
burger or Kasrilevka? At that moment . .
Kasrilevka. A small Jewish town — shlell— frequently the setting in stories by
Shalom Aleichem.
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. . . the undersigned, Abba ben Israel Kovner, whose forefathers
were expelled from Lithuania, who was born on the shore of the
Black Sea in the Crimea in Russia, grew up in Vilna, and since the
end of World War II has lived in Kibbutz Ein Hahoresh in Israel —
at that moment he was visiting in Tel Aviv. The distance between
Kibbutz Ein Hahoresh and Tel Aviv is fifty minutes by car. But in
other ways, the distance between the two is much greater, when
it comes to possible surprises.
The windows in Tel Aviv during most of the year are not
closed tight. Only covered by screens against mosquitoes. Maybe
the mosquitoes can't get through, but all the voices and noise of
the big city do. When I woke up at the home of my friends, it was
already daylight. But what woke me from my sleep was a voice
singing from under the window, "Alte zachen. Altezach . . . ennnnl”
It took more than a few seconds for me to realize that the room I
was in was actually in north Tel Aviv, in the nineteen eighties.
And not in Vilna, in another generation. And when my senses
functioned again, I got out of bed and went barefoot to the win-
dow to look out and to make sure that I was not mistaken.
Every month, on Monday, in the first week of the month
exactly, he came to our courtyard. The man did not have a loud-
speaker, no electric amplifier or anything else. He didn't come
with a bell, like the kerosene man. Nor with a trumpet announc-
ing himself like the travelling musicians (those beggar artists
ashamed to simply beg), but only with his voice: Alte zachennnnn.
Altezach . . . ennnnl
Windows opened on every floor. Women would come to him
with sacks. And we children would get there first, joyously sur-
rounding the peddler's cart. Actually Reb Zalman was not a
peddler in our eyes. A peddler sells. And Reb Zalman sold noth-
ing. He only bought. He bought and he paid. Not much. Only
pennies. But he paid. Always. And what didn't he buy! Every-
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thing. From an old piano to copper buttons from the Czar's army.
My mother was too busy to find time for Reb Zalman, and I
would beg her to let me sell him some old pitcher or anything. It
seemed to me that as long as you had something to sell to Reb
Zalman, you existed. And after all, we were landlords. So, of
course, we had to exist!
Once I told my mother that someone with nothing to sell
might as well be dead. My mother looked at me shocked: is it
written in the Bible? Yes, I said without blinking. And with one
word, I committed two sins — I lied and I didn't honor my
mother. Because right then, Zalman was more important to me.
And so I ran, following Reb Zalman until he disappeared around a
corner and only his voice remained in the air: Alte zachennnnn. Alte
zach . . . ennnnl
For the little ones who helped him to tie all his chattels to his
cart, he always had candies to give as a reward. They were
nroken, but sweet. And I always wondered how Reb Zalman
managed to extract the candy from the cellars of the ten pockets
of his shabby coat. Another thing I didn't understand, which is
still a mystery to me, is what did this man do with all the junk that
he bought?
In Vilna, in those days, they did not know about flea
markets. Youngsters did not dress in their grandmothers'
clothes, and people did not furnish their living rooms with an-
tiques that you buy today at garage sales. What did Reb Zalman
do with all those leftovers of life?
I was too young to know what to ask. And when I knew what
to ask, Reb Zalman was already in a limepit in Ponar.*
The poem Potato Pie ' is titled in the Hebrew original "Alte
Zachen, spelled as it is in Yiddish, not Hebrew. I remember that I
wrote that title on the page before I began to write the poem. And
I didn't know then what I was going to write. And although Alte
* Ponar. Or Ponary. The infamous place near Vilna where the Nazis murdered
ousands of Jews and dumped them into a pit they covered with lime.
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zachen is not mentioned at all in the poem, I left the title as it came
to me from the beginning.
A friend, a well-known Israeli poet, reacted with amazement
— that I could call a poem about my father "AUe Zachen" (worn-
out clothes, rags, junk). But I was not thinking of the meaning.
Rather, the sound, the melody — the same melody that woke me
up in Tel Aviv (and by the way, there it was a Yemenite who did
not understand Yiddish, and who pronounced the words alte
zachen with a Yemenite accent — but with the same melody). And
this brought the image of my father back to me after many years
of distance and forgetting. Why father and not mother? I don't
know. Maybe because mother was waiting for another time.
With this title I wanted to preserve the first glimmer in the
process of remembering and its transformation into a poem.
How did "AUe Zachen" become "Potato Pie"? That is one of
the mysteries of translation. When my translator told me she had
a problem translating the title, that, to readers of poetry in En-
glish, it would seem strange and without the original connota-
tions, I accepted her suggestion to title the poem "Potato Pie,"
because that image does appear in the poem, and because a title is,
after all, only the hat and not the whole head.
Pm not used to interpreting my poems — not to someone
else, and not to myself. Therefore, forgive me if I skip some of
your questions. I shall just make some comments on question
number 2: The father in the poem appears to be poor (no radio
etc.).
If my parents were alive, I assume they would have a radio,
and also TV today. I'm not sure if they would have preferred
color or black and white. But what I am sure of is that my mother
and father would not have hurried to put an antenna on the roof
before they had running water and a toilet in their apartment.
During the thirties we didn't have either. But we did have, in that
small apartment in Vilna, three cupboards of books. One that my
grandfather bequeathed to us, a second that father acquired, and
a third, my own proud selection.
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When I wrote in the poem “no radio/' I did not mean that as a
suggestion of social status, but rather of time and place. The era
before the mass media entered our lives.
Was the father a poor man? In whose eyes? From the point
of view of income tax — he was very heavily taxed because he
owned property. At least twice a year the tax collector would
come and confiscate our furniture because of late payments. The
twenty-two tenants in the building were late with their rent, and
most of them didn't pay at all. The wheels of justice grind slower
than our teeth. In our home we experienced some days close to
starvation.
Once I walked with my father on the main street of my city
when, suddenly, the sole of his shoe fell off. Embarrassed, my
father bent down and began to fix his torn shoe. And then I dis-
covered, to my dismay, that the shoe was already fastened to-
gether with wire. One can inherit a house with twenty-two
apartments that will not support the owner. Self-dignity is some-
thing you must struggle for day after day.
In answer to question number 8, “What determined your
verse form . . . etc./' I think the process of the return of mem-
ory. The content of the poem came to me like Morse code, or
something like that. Short, cut, condensed. Like an outline with a
much larger experience hidden behind it. That's it.
And what about potato pie? Well. Grate 8 to 10 potatoes on a
thick grater. Add 2 teaspoons of salt. One tsp. of black pepper.
Two eggs. Two tablespoons of white flour. Fried onion. One tsp.
of melted butter. Mix everything. And put it in a very hot frying
pan with oil. After a few seconds, turn the gas to a small flame.
Fry 20 minutes on each side. You can eat it hot or cold. And if it's
successful, it is very tasty. Like a poem. (Copyright, Abba Kovner
1983).
In different places it was called different names: tagchetz,
kartofel-bohke, kartoshniak, etc. But always based on potatoes. Be-
27
cause the fundamental ingredient of every poor kitchen — Jew-
ish, Chinese — is whatever is cheap and available.





On Wednesday potato soup
On Thursday potato pie
On Friday potato stuffing
On Saturday potato tcholent (stew)
and on Sunday again — potatoes ....




I could have been dead by now,
he said to himself, ashamed, as if
it was the heart's malediction, lifting a bundle of bones
to a man's height, as if it was
a sudden restriction from even touching the words —
* Danger/High Voltage.
Anyway, he was afraid to find
his own body pressed in that metal. Painful —
down to the capillaries.
The streetcar stood jammed over him
like an icebreaker's bow; what was left
of the car was a funny pretzel
bitten by the dentures of a mad angel.
Something dark was dripping onto the rails,
and a surprisingly pale wind
leafed through the pages of a book
that was still warm.
People formed in a ring and with deaf-mute
sympathy waited for the play's
catharsis, like black mites
creeping from under the wings
of a freshly-beheaded hen.
A distant siren's wail moved closer,
turning solid in the hexed air-conditioning
of that day and that minute.
Dewdrops fell on the back of the neck,
like remnants of atmospheric dignity.
Painful, down to the capillaries.
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No thanks, he said. I'll wait;
because a silent film had begun to run,
without subtitles, without colors,
without answers.
And what about magnetic monopoles
fleeing seconds after the Big Bang,
protons violating the principle
of time reversal variance.
The giant molecular cloud complexes
delivering embryonic stars.
The loneliness of the first genes
accumulating amino acids
in shallow primeval puddles,
on the collateral of entropic loan sharks.
Dried starfish
like hawk's talons, grasping the bottoms
of vanishing seas.
Mortal migrations of birds
obeying the sun's inclination
and the roar of sexual hormones.
The caged, half-crazed
orangutan who vomits to pass the time.
Mice that learned to sing
and frogs, balancing on one foot like the thigh
of a Mesopotamian beauty queen.
Poetry, an occupation
so messy it makes the slide-rule bend,
and supervisors increasingly cross-eyed.
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What about the girl in the leukemia ward
on the toilet, wanting to show
what a mustache the good doctor has —
when she gestures with her skinny sticks of hands
she starts to slide through the seat, grabs it,
gestures, grabs, again and again.
And what about the lousy egghead,
the associate professor who almost
understood the approximate universe
and forgot about the traffic rules?
No thanks, he said to some uniform,
I don't need anything. I have my license
in my pocket, but I can't reach it.
And he tried to smile a little
about this painfully embarrassing,
finished creation.
It's all my fault, he said,
thank you.
And then he died.
translated by David Young
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"COLLISION
Science and history show contemporary man that he is an incomplete
animal in an uncompleted universe. Yet some individual thrust or instinct or
will lets him assert his uniqueness before he dissolves. Your poem "Collision"
demonstrates how single entities, from the first violating proton to the associate
professor who dies telling the officer, "No thanks . . . 1 don't need anything,"
all assert themselves effectively for a moment against mere flux.
t. The tone of the poem seems to be shock and grief suffused with wonder, pride,
and affection. Do I read it correctly?
I don't expect the reader to share my tone. By intention I
leave the tone ambivalent. You may describe the poem as cynical
just as well as very affectionate. My own tone was something like
consternation, but I don't like to expose my tones and feelings. At
many occasions I have described poetry as some sort of infection:
the virus may be the author's virus; the reaction, i.e. the disease,
depends on the reader.
2. Is any part of the experience autobiographical?
The incident is real, it happened some time in 1967, and the
dying man was my professor of physiology. I knew him for fif-
teen years; I have published his article about bird migration and
bird orientation in space in my magazine. To me he was one of
the kindest men I have ever known. What is in a sense autobio-
graphical is the "silent film" which I experienced once aboard a
plane which caught fire and dropped about two thousand feet
down to a lower flight level and then returned safely to the
Kennedy airport. I don't know whether the film was about mo-
lecular clouds, protons and orangutans, but I know it was about
something very impersonal.
My personal association with the incident was the shock on
hearing the story of the collision and, in the first place, the fact
that the death may have been caused by the refusal of the street-
car operator to back up his vehicle until the police would come,
investigate and establish the guilt of the dying man. In Prague I
wrote an article in my magazine, "About the Death of Professor
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H.," where I exposed this fact. In the poem, which was written in
Oberlin fifteen years later, almost simultaneously in Czech and
in a rough and primitive English version, I did not mention this
fact. I could not find a way to explain it to the American
reader. It has a lot of meanings for the Czech reader which can't
be shared.
The basic motive of the poem was an attempt to render the
monstrosity of the incident by other means.
3 . The expected sentiment ofgrief is undercut by anger ("lousy egghead"), ugly
details ("black mites/ .... freshly beheaded hen," "orangutan who vom-
its," girl on the toilet), humor ("funny pretzel," "dentures of a mad angel"),
understatement ("painful — / down to the capillaries," "What about
And then he died. ), distancing of the characters ("some uniform, " the charac-
ters un-named, the speaker not speaking in the first person). Is this flattened way
of telling the story a conscious strategy to represent the first shock of grief more
realistically than the traditional method of hyperbole and self-consolation?
It is a routine strategy which I have to use almost every time.
When I am too close, I mess things up. And I want order by all
means. In poetry I realize that I am at a distance whether I want it
or not. Besides, I don't believe in noises, assuming that silence
may be louder. That coolness may be hotter. That hints may say
more.
This is not a choice of strategy. This is necessity. This is a
style established by the pressure of natural selection. If you wish,
by conditions in which hyperboles and emotions may be luxury
or an impossible burden.
4. Collision is the first poem in a group of poems called "A Theory of the
Theater, and in the poem you say, "People formed in a ring and with deaf-
mute/ sympathy waited for the play s catharsis. In what sense is the accident a
play • Are you using catharsis in the same sense as Aristotle used it?
The poem was conceived for the book Interferon or On Theater (I
try not to write poems, but books of poetry); the first section is
entitled Biological Poems and the second "Towards a Theory of
the Theater. I realized that the traffic accident is some sort of
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elementary theater and some sort of biological drama. At the
theater, I am much more concerned with the drama than with the
performance. I never believe that Hamlet or Oedipus Rex will end
this evening the same way. I always hope . . . This hope is my
sort of catharsis.
The spectators at the traffic accident hope ... in spite of
the blood, in spite of the black mites, in spite of the weird reac-
tions of streetcar operators.
Another purifying effect of the theater was in my mind in
the whole volume Interferon and in the title poem: simply, that
onstage and in the play you are elsewhere.
5. What do "protons violating the principle/of time reversal variance," "mo-
lecular cloud complexes,
"
"genes/ accumulating amino acids," "dried starfish,"
"bird migration," a sick orangutan, singing mice, balancing frogs, poetry, a
leukemia patient, and an associate professor who "forgot the traffic rules" have
in common?
With some hesitation I would admit that all these items have
something in common. They mean a victory of the "lousy egg-
head" over the streetcars. The professor who forgot the traffic
rules must be taken in this context strictly as the one saying to
some uniform, "No thanks, I don't need anything."
In this sense, this poem and most poems mean a victory in
the situation described by Rilke as "Wer spricht vom siegen, uberstehen
ist Alles."
6. Unlike many poets who keep up with the latest advances in science, you make
metaphor from scientific facts as often as from urban, rural, domestic, and
political sources. Do you do this just because you have both sources of metaphor
conveniently at hand or because you are fulfilling a more specific theory of
poetics?
I can imagine a poem about the bad luck of multipotent stem
cells turning into precommitted progenitor cells through the
alarming effect of endotoxin, but hardly anybody would under-
stand it. I don't feel I can detach myself from the common points
of reference. I don't like "scientific poems"; what I try to do is
poetry with a hard-centered approach. I try to look for meta-
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phors in every aspect of my personal and professional life, but I
am continually made aware of the need for more or less general
interest and comprehensibility. Again, because of conditions, I
find myself always facing the reality that endotoxins have a
much broader sense in sociology than in biology, or no sense at
all.
7. How did the poem start ? How many revisions did it go through? In what
order, over what period? If you have saved the worksheets, could I see a copy?
The poem starts for me always as a coincidence of an idea, of
the basic or general metaphor or leap in Bly's sense, with the
feeling that it can be technically done and that it may work. I
make a mind-picture of the whole structure days or weeks ahead.
When I start writing — i.e. exposing the preconceived structure
to the free oscillation of wording — I do it at once and almost
never do revisions, knowing that they would not help when the
first attempt failed.
In this concrete instance, “Collision" was started as one in a
series of poems based on shocking events far back in my memory.
I felt at that time that shocking situations and associations are
communicative, unambiguous, objective and help to get safely
through the thicket of words.
As in most cases, I had only one worksheet and threw it away
immediately; this is another catharsis. I don't remember doing
any revisions; I only checked in the Scientific American and Discover
about the molecular clouds and magnetic monopoles and made
some corrections in the respective stanzas. The whole thing may
have been written within one or two hours one weekend
afternoon.
8. In what ways has the poem been affected by translation into English?
Rhythm? Sound? Level of diction? Tone? Other?
As mentioned, immediately upon completion of the Czech
original, I did a very rough English translation and in a couple of
afternoons did a more polished English translation with one of
my students, Beki Bloyd. To protect the translator from being
pressed by the limits of a single English interpretation of single
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sentences, we used several possible wordings at many places and
judged them from both the author's and the English reader's
point of view. We had a hard time with the Danger/High Voltage
line; in Czech it is a better metaphor, "Don't touch the words
even fallen to earth based on a sign on every electricity pole —
"Don't touch the wires even fallen to earth!" and with the lousy
egghead, which feels slightly different in the Czech context. The
silent film from the magnetic monopoles to the leukemic girl
went very smoothly compared to the street realities. This trans-
lation was then forwarded to David Young, with a few com-
ments, and he did his version, which went exactly in the direction
I wanted and could not find at some places myself. In my feeling,
the final version is in every respect as close to the original as I can
imagine.
9. What other questions would you have liked me to ask?
No. Have you ever seen a patient on the table handing scal-
pels to his surgeon? Anyway, I must admit it was a pleasant




It was the privilege of the wind
To leave without apology
Of the moon to purse serenely in the sky
As she came to the crossroads
Where the one main road for miles met
The lane from the church
She looked up at the two pre-Revolutionary
Houses standing one to either side
Of the far arm of the cross
Where the main road mounted a hill & disappeared
The stone house was set back into a crescent
Of high gravemarkers & old maples
& in the yellow frame house across from it
She could see by its lit windows the young man
& younger woman who'd recently moved in
& what sort of people she wondered
Could paint a house yellow as an oilslicker
Lighting a cigarette she looked beyond
The slope of the fields
To the cresting shoulders of the white mountains
& the few peaks sparking in the erratic
Touch-&--go of autumn moonlight
Hesitating at the crossroads
She turned & began walking down the church lane
To give herself a few more minutes before
Returning home
pleased & astonished
That between striking the match & lifting it
To her cigarette she'd decided once & for all




Putting up new curtains,
other windows intrude.
As though it is that first winter in Cambridge
when you and I had just moved in.
Now cold borsch alone in a bare kitchen.
What does it mean if I say this years later?
Listen, last night
I am on a crying jag
with my landlord, Mr. Tempesta.
I sneaked in two cats.
He screams NO PETS! NO PETS!
I become my Aunt Virginia,
proud but weak in the head.
I remember Anna Magnani.
I throw a few books. I shout.
He wipes his eyes and opens his hands.
OK OK keep the dirty animals
but no nails in the walls.
We cry together.
I am so nervous, he says.
I want to dig you up and say, look,
it's like the time, remember,
when I ran into our living room naked
to get rid of that fire inspector.





she looks back in her bedroom,
out of reach: her schoolclothes,
the plump Hummel kids,
the posters bellying out from moist
August walls.
The outside stucco rasps her toes,
rasps knuckles
she thinks are big
when the chain fire-ladder
sways & she goes down by feel
into adult illusion,
to watch her parents in their window
kiss TV kisses,
sleep into the late show she's denied.
Her fingers numb in the flow of chain.
Neighbors' lights ripple
up her pj's as she comes legs first
down into the yellow & mistuned taupe
that flares around the actors.
If she could lean through
the window's initial cool to that
burning they pretend
to endure, she'd speckle
with love-sweat too.
Now she noseprints the glass;
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she's twisted up in ladder,
aching all over
to lip-synch a love she can't yet hear.
She doesn't know the sound
is off; her mother has let go
her sleeping father's hand —
each of them is adrift
in real life so prolix with echoes
that suffering
blazes out of each word love could say.
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THIRTEEN
years old all Saturday threw
father's tennis ball
its nap barely whirring
the flaked ceiling paint
because to mark the ceiling
to assert the ball-shape against father'
rules, never aging the blue
ceiling paint
heaven lit by the dim
100W (it's day
& the boy is punished).
Sometimes a thirteen-year old
body has nap all over
the haunted kinks
the new muscle.
The object of the game
is to harness gravity
hold the ball up there
until your head hurts
then let the ball
after it brushes the blue
fall (watch it come down
without flinching) & thud exactly
off your forehead
as it thuds inside your head.
Marcia Southwick
CHILD, INVISIBLE FIRE
One day the bread knife wasn't a bread knife anymore,
and she held it to my throat.
She wasn't a child anymore, and I hadn't aborted her.
She passed, unseen,
through the wall of the house and stood
at the end of the bed.
The muscles in my throat twitched
and I turned over.
I don't know where she is now, I know that.
But I would like to remove the small splinters,
bandage the small cuts, stop
her confused blood
from flowing every which way.
I hate these days playing themselves out
like piano scales,
and the redbuds exercising their right to bloom.
Someone sensible should put a stop to this.
A long winter should be called for.
The word love is abstract, less real
than the slippery oil on the roads.
I walk down the road
to our old house and think we could have lived there,
we could have blessed the moths
that invaded the house each year,
we could have sat in the cool shade of the oak
and talked. But talk is abstract, unsafe,
a shore that deserts us.
What was it you said as we crossed the lake one day
in the rickety boat?
You wanted a fire to burn the trees on the other side.
You wanted approval.
You wanted vocabulary to be simple, like a child's.
But a child has a head and shoulders.
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Now, as I enter the house, the feeling begins:
I am observed by the chairs
and the white walls.
The continuous dreaming, done by the narrow windows,
has nothing to do with the view.





Eiere, said the spirit,
is the Diamond Planet.
Shall I change you into a diamond?
No? Then let us proceed
to the Red Planet,
desert star,
rocks too young to know
lichens. There's plenty
of room. Stay as long
as you like. You don't like?
Then let us go forth to
the Planet of Mists,
the veiled bride,
the pleasures of losing and finding,
the refinement of symbols.
She's all yours.
I see you looking at that blue planet.
It's mostly water.
The land's crowded with
creatures. You have mists
but they rain, diamonds
but they cost. You have
only one moon.
You have camels and babies and cigars
but everything grows up
or wears out.
And on clear nights
you have the stars
without having them.
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A WREATH TO THE FISH
Who is this fish, still wearing its wealth,
flat on my drainboard, dead asleep,
its suit of mail proof only against the stream?
What is it to live in a stream,
to dwell forever in a tunnel of cold,
never to leave your shining birthsuit,
never to spend your inheritance of thin coins?
And who is the stream, who lolls all day
in an unmade bed, living on nothing but weather,
singing, a little mad in the head,
opening her apron to shells, carcasses, crabs,
eyeglasses, the lines of fishermen begging for
news from the interior — oh, who are these lines
that link a big sky to a small stream,
that go down for great things:
the cold muscle of the trout,
the shining scrawl of the eel in a difficult passage,
hooked — but who is this hook, this cunning
and faithful fanatic who will not let go
but holds the false bait and the true worm alike
and tears the fish, yet gives it up to the basket
in which it will ride to the kitchen
of someone important, perhaps the Pope
who rejoices that his cook has found such a fish
and blesses it and eats it and rises, saying,
"Children, what is it to live in the stream,
day after day, and come at last to the table,
transfigured with spices and herbs,
a little martyr, a little miracle;
children, children, who is this fish ?"
* Wreath: a poem in the shape of a circle, that ends where it began.
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LIFE AT SEA: THE NAMING OF FISH
Stand among fish and admire the angels,
the Marble Angel, like grillwork on a sad house
sunk in the suburbs of New Orleans,
and the Black Angel, little undertaker of the waters,
and the Gold Angel, new-minted, and the Silver Angel
that tumbles from God's purse and hides
Silver Dollars in the pockets of water,
their eyes in love with the shyness of pearls.
Schooled in silence, the catfish do not consider
you. Glass Cats, Green Cats: whiskered gentlemen,
they paddle to their clubs
in small expensive suits of woven jade.
The Gold Convict does not take flight,
though like a note in a bottle
it has lived its pale life in hiding.
What do we know of their risings and settings?
The Red Oscar wears twilight.
The Black Lyre Tail heads north,
a velvet arrow happily cutting the waves.
In the last tank, the Blue Betta
unfurls his fins, his silk bathrobe.
Like a lively invalid, he admires the tassles,
puts it on, takes it off, on, off,
and glides among branches of hornwort
under the mauve leaves of the purple krinkle.
He does not close his eyes when the sun falls
slow as a snail through the sky, and new moons
and old moons wish on the Moon Platys,
and the stars show us something familiar:




I got this order to gulp him down. That was back when you
couldn't tell who was who. Even then I didn't much like the
phrase "gulp down"; it's not my style. I don't like special delivery
letters, either; they upset me. On top of everything, it wasn't
signed. Of course I could guess who sent it. And that's why I
couldn't just forget about the whole thing.
Now, this Jonah character's not that easy to find, especially if
you don't even know' him. A flounder whispered in my ear that
he was a prophet. A lot of help that is! I don't even know what a
prophet is or what one looks like. Is Jonah some kind of fish? I
don't particularly like fish, except on Fridays, when I have to. It's
fine for you to say that I don't have to do anything; that Jonah'll
just pop up if I keep my mouth open all the time. But look at me.
I'm a neurotic type, got kids to worry about, and I have to breathe
once in a while, don't I? But you can't just ignore special delivery
letters, and so here I am. Just when we were having such a good
time in the Hebrides.
I hate these awful seas, these warm currents, these christen-
ings at the equator. I ate my way through the Sargasso Sea, had
all these fish stuck in my mouth, but do you think one of them
was Jonah? Not a chance. The weather wasn't as bad around
Tierra del Fuego, but the command just stuck with me; I couldn't
be done with it, no matter how much water I poured down my
throat. The Antarctic's a nice place, and icebergs are all right, but
when you're away from your family, even your playmates make
you feel lonely.
Operation Jonah. Yes, that's what it became for me. No fam-
ily, no exile in the cards for me. Just Jonah. That's the only reason
I open my mouth. Poor kids playing in the Hebrides; I might as
well have never had you. Nothing but Jonah, always Jonah. All I
can be is a messenger, a randomly chosen example, an accident
that happens to be in demand right now.
But I can't find Jonah, not a trace of him. I keep looking. The




I have a little box for saving keys. I don t know what doors
they open. But you never know. If I wanted to know, Ed have to
throw them out. I never throw anything out.
In my memory, all the doors are open. My declarations flow
through unhindered. Of course, they might blow through key-
holes just as easily. Most of them are unrhymed, in free verse.
Some people don't like that. Rhymes are more impressive, but in
my rooms, they just don't fit. My wife understands.
There were apple trees in the garden; before that, stinging
nettles that you could collect and make clothes out of. You like
green shirts, said our family doctor, that's good for the eyes. His
name was the name of a city, and he always had our housekey.
Often I needed peppermint tea at night. Those old, patient times.
I knew all the apple trees by name; they lasted longer than
the nettles. But when I think of measles and mumps, that seems
like a long time ago, too. There were mice in the cardboard then,
and the tiles were gritty and sold poorly. I suffered from
restlessness.
I get keys from all over the place, it makes no difference to
me. Even in closed boxes, they clink against one another. That's
OK with me; that's their consent and their rebellion. At Christ-
mas, I decorate the apple tree with the keys and wish them a
happy New Year.




By the use of centrifugal force streets are brought up into
the sky. Boulevards move unsupported through the stars.
Promenades off these circle moons and planets . . .
It is a marvelous age, and casual clothes are the fashion. At
night children are heard screaming in the alleys, their bodies be-
ing mined for their organs. It is possible to live forever! And all
manner of sweets are being offered on the public thoroughfares;
flavored ices, pastel chocolates and cherry soda aphrodisiacs. And
oh, the strumming of ukuleles! Casual clothes! Century-long
summers in Alpha Centauri!
I love you, your gray hair spreading like a broken spider's
web in the Martian winds. Come spring and we'll gondola down
through the canals . . .
Space and desire meet, like emptiness and the desire for
emptiness, sucking each into the other, back and forth.
Having opened heaven for its jewelry — chandelier of galax-
ies, glass gardens of the night! . . . Having opened ourselves to
this opening of heaven ... in spite even of living forever in
hearing of ukuleles strummed, the flavored ices, your gray hair
in the Martian winds, I felt empty, emptied out of myself . . .
I hid on earth under my bed listening to the cries of children,
and the dry coughing of paper cups dropping on the boulevards
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THE RAT'S LEGS
I met a rat under a bridge. And we sat there in the mud dis-
cussing the rat's loveliness.
I asked, what is it about you that has caused men to write
odes?
My legs, said the rat, for it has always been that men have
liked to run their hands up my legs to my secret parts; it's nature
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YOU
Out of nothing there comes a time called childhood, which is
simply a path leading through an archway called adolescence. A
small town there, past the arch, called youth.
Soon, down the road, where one almost misses the life lived
beyond the flower, is a small shack labeled, you.
And it is here the future lives in the several postures of arm
on windowsill, cheek on this; elbows on knees, face in the hands;
sometimes the head thrown back, eyes staring into the ceiling




Forgotten on the table,
handle upturned
and edges folded,
he's like his master, dressed
and laid out in the coffin.
Not extended at the joints,
not hung on that serious arm
which, since it was his master,
is underground by now.
As for him, he's bound for the cellar.
There's an ancient photo where he posed, open,
with the owner, a young man without spectacles.
Umbrella for rain, umbrella for sun,
umbrella for the piercing memory
of all that was a little ridiculous
and innocent in us.
Umbrella for life, black filing cabinet,






my father, on his wedding day,
left my mother behind and went to a dance.
She had only one dress, but what bearing,
what legs! What silk stockings she deserved!
My paternal grandfather sold green tomatoes;
it didn't work out. He demolished whole jungles
for charcoal, pores black with ashes to the end of his life
"Don't bury me in Jaguara, no, not in Jaguara."
My maternal grandfather had a little grocery,
a kidney stone, suffered excessively
from bellyaches and the cold,
and hoarded cheese and coins in his wooden strongbox.
None of them ever thought of writing a book.
Extreme sinners one and all, penitent
until the public confession of sins,
which one proclaimed as if for all:
"All men go astray. It doesn't do any good
to say not me. All men go astray.
Anyone who hasn't is about to."
There's no way to improve this maxim,
it's so tied up with their tears
the moment they were shed,
and it remained, intact, until I —
whose mother and grandmothers died young,
in childbirth — without comment
passed it on to my heirs,
I was that awed
by a pain so high,
so deep,
a pain so beautiful,
in the midst of green tomatoes and charcoal,
moldy cheese and bellyaches.
YOUNG GIRL IN BED
Papa coughs, letting me know he's near,
and inspects the window-latches one by one.
The roof beam is peroba wood,
I can sleep soundly. Mama tucks me in with a prayer,
and off I go, chasing after men,
trying not to be too greedy, letting good win out.
But if I touch myself — I unleash the throngs,
shoals of little fish.
Mama knows all about the topaz burning in me,
that's why she says (a little enviously):
get to sleep, it's late.
Yes, mama. I'm on my way:
I'll stroll around the plaza with no one to scold me.
Bye-bye, I can take care of myself. I'll camp out
in the back alleys, befriended by boys from the bars
with guitars and eyes which won't leave me alone.
When the city is shrouded in mist
the seminarians will be waiting for me in the sanctuary.
Heaven is right here, mama!
I'm glad I'm not a book
steeped in the catechism of Christian doctrine,
I can postpone my scruples and ride horseback
through the apathy of the pruned chrysanthemums.
Tomorrow I'll worry about the pretty winestain
wilted flowers make on the ground.
Meanwhile, factories have their courtyards,
walls have nooks and crannies to hide behind.
They're nice to me in the barracks.
No, no tea, mother dear,
it's Friar Cristomo's hand I want,
annointing me with holy oil.
I want passion from life.
And slaves, please — I'm weary.
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With my love of crossness and theater,
I want my folding cot, I want
the holy angel of the Lord,
my zealous guardian.
But relax — he's a eunuch, mama.




Where Eve and Adam dazzle unafraid in pleasure,
where the honeysuckle serpent twines asleep
over their kissing feast, the tree of physical
wisdom stands at the still pirouette
of the world's beginning, each leaf
labeled as a Latin sin, and water spills
from earth without a word. From the hedge
tendril fingers of a man loosen joyful
some woman's habit from her, opening
the secret terror of perfection Eve
and Adam found, the sweet small garden
below season and belief. A plucked
monk falls from the interlace limbs
of pride. By acorn, clover, yellow
glare butterflies settle licking dew
where green bud banners unfurl Avaritia,
Ira, Accidia, Gula, Inanis Gloria. A thrush
perched on the twig of Invidia sings one hymn
to a pea flower just sprung out, while coy
sorrow disguised as a wet rose yields in bloom
to a fox with a red harp, to a jeweled
tambourine, to the gold-crowned maiden
with the fishes twirled from waves, tight swirl
of crows mobbing an owl, to the bright blue
spread of a peacock's pride afire, to all
the psalms by the ink of wine embroidered
onto blades of grass. The plowman drives two
oxen over earth, his furrow closing sod.
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Saddle an old man — jolly girl jerks the silver
bit between his teeth, her gold hair loose
and the doe-skin reins pulled tight, her
lips laughing a white blossom. Blood bursts
from a stag's throat, from a boar torn
by dogs nuzzling prey, and gentle hunters
frolic with their spears and horn.
Where the moon rising and setting sun
illuminate a woman walking alone
under boughs of medallions named
for secret cruelties in men,
virgin bees amazed from their cathedral
swarm to light her path, her coffin-pod
cast empty where she rose from clay.
Now all are standing holy
where hounds in the garden leap
for the heart-shaped leaf Luxuria,
and sheaves of the damned are carted off,
the ragged woman beat with staves, the fine
tall woman slain with stones, and the bishop's
dancing daughter burnt for love.
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AUNT CHARLOTTE SAID
Rosemary, this story my daddy
told me when I was your age: Down
by the caves in the Catskills his father
said to him, “Don't ever go in.
It's dark and slime covers your face.
You might never come out, might never
be d ragged out. I didn't raise you
for that, to lie in a narrow slot
stuck silent before you're grown."
But father had a friend — older
than you — they went to the cave, pulled
a tree aside, crawled in where only a child
on hands and knees could slither deeper
on their bellies, could hitch along
after the candle flicker, the plunk
of water somewhere past the tunnel's
bend, breathing all their breath away
to be smaller than they were even then,
wispy little bodies way down under the cold
rock of the world.
The dark opened in a room.
They sat up, wiped mud off their eyes.
Father held the candle: on the wall
a word scrawled the way a child
his own age would write. His father's
little name.
Oh his father's gone.
My father's gone. But I remember that story.
You remember now: there are two names there
in the dark of the cave, down in the earth




I met the mortician on the street.
He embraced me. Thus we strolled to the corner
Where a dark angel keeps a tavern.
Its only waitress is my great love
Who will die young and by her own hand.
It will be spring, I told the mortician
Over a drink, told him, several times.
He promised to show her naked to me one last time.
The angel was combing his blonde duck-tail wig.
When a little lamb dragging a heavy chain
Entered from the street. In the long hush that followed.
We waited for its mother to call it back.
My love was sitting on the mortician's knees,
Arms thrown around his fat neck.
She kept rocking and baring her small breasts
Till he leaned back, his mouth opening with a shudder.
Such teeth I saw once on a child reared by wolves, someone
said.
And truly the place was getting noisy and crowded.
The angel was studying two pale boys dancing close together.
The roasting lamb began to smell of rosemary.
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THE KID
One of the nameless ones
Told to face the wall
And count one by one
To a hundred and one
On a street of
Many blank walls
Against the rough surface
Of a prison wall
The diligent one
Hands over his eyes
As he yells out
Once twice are you ready
The wide-eyed one
His long gray coat
Held at the throat
By a large safety pin
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OUTSIDE A DIRTROAD TRAILER
O exegetes, somber hermeneuts.
Ingenious untanglers of ambiguities,
A bald little man was washing
The dainty feet of a very fat woman.
In a chair under a soaring shade tree.
She kept giggling and shaking her huge breasts.
There was also a boy with glasses
Engrossed in a book of serious appearance.
One black sock drying on the line,
A shiny hearse with four trash cans in the back.
And a large flag hanging limp from the pole
On a day not known to be a holiday.
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WHEREIN OBSCURELY
On the road lined with billowing poplars
In a country flat and desolate
To the far-off gray horizon wherein obscurely
A man and a woman went on foot
Each carrying a small suitcase —
They were tired and had taken off
Their shoes and were walking bent
And slow staring straight ahead
Every time a car passed fast
As they're wont to on such a stretch of
Road empty as the crow flies
How quickly they became a speck
The cars I mean and then the drizzle
Which brought on the early evening
Little by little and hardly a light
Anywhere and then not even that
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PROMISES OF LENIENCY AND FORGIVENESS
Orphanage in the rain.
Empty opera house with its lights dimmed.
Thieves' market closed for the day,
O evening sky with your cloudy tableaus!
Incurable romantics marrying eternal grumblers.
Life haunted by its more beautiful sister life —
Always, always . . . we had nothing
But the way with words. Someone rising to eloquence
After a funeral, or in the naked arms of a woman
Who has her head averted because she's crying.
And doesn't know why. Some hairline fracture of the soul
Because of these razor-back hills, bare trees and bushes.
Sea-blackened rocks inscrutable as card players . . .
One spoke then of the structure of the inquirer himself.
Of blues in my bread, of great works and little faith.
Above the clouds the firm No went on pacing.
The woman had a tiny smile and an open umbrella.
Since now it had started to rain in a whisper.
The kind of rain that must have whispered in some other life
Of which we know nothing anymore except
That someone kept watching it come down softly.
Already soot-colored to make them think of
Serious children at play, and of balls of lint in a dark dark
corner.
Like wigs, fright-wigs for the infinite.
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POETRY 1983: THREE ESSAY-REVIEWS
Georg Trakl, A Profile, edited, with an introduction, by Frank
Graziano. Translations by R. Grenier, M. Hamburger, C. Mid-
dleton, D. Luke, R. Iverson, S. Mandel, with appended, earlier
translations by J. Wright (Logbridge-Rhodes, 1983).
Ilse Aichinger, Selected Poetry & Prose, edited and translated by
Allen H. Chappel, with an introduction by Lawrence L.
Langer (Logbridge-Rhodes, 1983).
Something like a general 'industrial push"seems to be going
on in translation, what with more and more schools adding
workshops, conferences, positions and even degrees in the art.
Translations themselves are pouring out of the mills, which used
to grind more slowly. This is all to the good, as far as I can tell.
Just this morning a colleague was fretting about "all this
growth," the sheer amount issuing from presses large and small,
but that is a little like worrying about there being too much of
anything, psychiatrists, Bulgarian veterinarians, or avocados
from Marin County. It will take a lot of activity just to turn up a
body of works solid enough to justify all the effort involved, so
perhaps we should not worry about the wrong things.
Logbridge-Rhodes, whose Follain volumes my colleague
David Young reviewed last year, is to be thanked again for print-
ing these collections. Paraphrasing Goethe and Herder, many of
us believe there can be no literature, or even a sense of literature,
without a world-literature base. The renewal of interest in other
literatures, and the search for responsible translators, is begin-
ning, in our time, to make a real difference in the quantity and
quality of work now available for study of who we are, what we
are, why we are.
In both these volumes, Logbridge-Rhodes rekindles on the
one hand an interest many of us have come to have in the great
and mysterious Austrian poet, Georg Trakl — thanks in large
part to the early efforts of James Wright and Robert Bly, who had
good noses for sniffing out poetic truffles in foreign soil — and
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on the other “introduces" us to another great Austrian writer
only a handful of us have known about in the States. "Intro-
duces," because Use Aichinger (who was married to the poet
Gunter Eich) had enjoyed a wave of popularity with the publica-
tion of her moving novel, Herod's Children (Atheneum, NY; pub-
lished as Die grossere Hoffnung in Germany) shortly after World
War II, only to be forgotten again till recently, or so it seems.
Frank Graziano's introduction to the Trakl book is useful
and sound, if a bit specious about the connections between the
work and Trakl's mental states. As for the collection itself, which
admittedly comes to us as "A Profile": I'd have wished for more
poems, more of the fragments, more of the strange and futuristic
prose poems, and more examples of this sort of piece, which
comes from the quieter, deeply religious, and less understood
side of his work:
ON THE DEATH OF AN OLD WOMAN
Standing at the door, horrified, listening
and if I enter I think someone's run off
and her eyes look past me, full of dreams,
as if she saw me somewhere else.
She sits there like that, listening,
far from the things that are right around her
but see her shake if there's a sound at the window,
and cry, and stop crying like a frightened child.
And touch her white hair, her hand grows tired
and ask Do you have to go? and fade a look at me
and is feverish or just confused: the little light
by the altar s gone! Where you going? What's wrong?
Or the extraordinary, heavenly:
METAMORPHOSIS
A light, burning forever, cloudy red,
a heart, it's so red, it's sinned so much!
Mary, hello!
Your face, it's so pale, going, going . . .
and your body, I can't see it, it's going out,
Mary, you woman you!
Your womb, oh I can say sweet torture
but you smolder. Wait a minute, your eye:
smiling, huge and sad!
Mary, my mother, oh!
(s.f.)
There are more where these came from, so I wish this "Profile"
had cast a wider net for the likes of them.
In all fairness, I should add that some of the poems Graziano
includes are newly translated; however, he wastes precious space
on comparative translations of three poems. Here is Grenier's
version of "The Rats":
THE RATS
In the courtyard the autumn moon shines white.
From the roof's edge wild shadows drop.
A silence lives in empty windows.
Easily up into which leap the rats
And flit hissing here and there —
A greyish dust-haze reeks
After them from the latrine, through which
The spectral moonshine shivers.
And they scramble greedily, insanely
And overflow house and sheds
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Full of grain, fruit.
In the dark icy winds whine.
It is presented in contrast to James Wright's version:
THE RATS
In the farmyard the white moon of autumn shines.
Fantastic shadows fall from the eaves of the roof.
A silence is living in the empty windows;
Now from it the rats emerge softly
And skitter here and there, squeaking.
And a gray malodorous mist from the latrine
Follows behind them, sniffing:
Through the mist the ghostly moonlight quivers.
And the rats squeak eagerly as if insane
And go out to fill houses and barns
Which are filled full of fruit and grain.
Icy winds quarrel in the darkness.
This is the sort of Trakl poem we already know from Bly's and
Wright s Twenty Poems of Georg Trakl, (1961). They are not in them-
selves interesting ground to walk again, however instructive it is
to compare Wright s work on any translation with that of others
(especially British translators), to see what a visionary under-
standing he brought to the demands of translation.
De Profundis, the fourth Trakl poem presented in two
versions here, is a major poem, however, and measuring Ham-
burger s treatment against Wright's will show what a difference
Wright s eye and ear can make. This brings me to my chief com-
plaint. the majority of the work presented in this collection is
done, unless I am mistaken, by British translators. Why, in an
American edition, is so much room afforded to the English? For
the life of me, I don't understand this practice. The effect is to
deny our growing numbers of gifted translators the space they
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need to develop their talents. There's another, equally distress-
ing, dimension to this: our translation students, of whom there
are now quite large numbers, are only too unsure of their own
command of the language, and invariably defer to British diction,
syntax, and vocabulary and in doing so lose sight of their own
instruments. So in my workshop Hamburger's line, "At night I
found myself upon a heath" ("De Profundis") was at first pre-
ferred to Wright's "At night, I found myself on a pasture." Wright
achieves immediacy and freshness, in my view, but Hamburger
won what I call "the elegance contest." There are over 100 lines in
this volume where British English alone sets the wrong tone,
quite aside from the question of the poetic skills of the transla-
tors. The Hamburger example just cited is merely a superficial
illustration of what has gone wrong — we're only talking about
the preferred use of the more "English" preposition "upon," the
different punctuation (no comma in Hamburger's line, while
Wright sets one in), and regular meter; and, most obviously, the
use of "heath" as opposed to "pasture." All add up to a decided
difference in the weight of the translation. Let there be two ver-
sions, one printed in England, but I dislike forcing the British
model on my students, who are just beginning to trust their own
powers.
The troubles go deeper, to the heart of poetry-making itself,
I submit. My favorite clunker-passage to illustrate this aspect is
Hamburger's solution, in a wondrous Trakl poem called "The
Heart": "From the house's dark hall there stepped / The golden
shape / Of the maiden-youth / Surrounded with pale moons / of
autumnal courtliness, / . . ." Howcould a good writer stand for
the last part of that? Christopher Middleton's version of "Man-
kind" focuses the problem from another perspective:
MANKIND
Round gorges deep with fire arrayed, mankind;
A roll of drums, dark brows of warriors marching;
Footsteps in fog of blood, black metals grind;
Despair, sad night of thought, despair high-arching;
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Eve's shadow falls, halloo of hunt, red coin consigned.
Cloud, broken by light, the Supper's end;
This bread, this wine, have silence in their keeping.
Here do the Twelve assembled, numbered, stand;
They cry out under olive trees at night, half-sleeping.
Into the wound Saint Thomas dips his hand.
I'll let this negative example speak for itself, though I can't resist
saying that all the formal wear that British English can rent has
been put on for the occasion. Never mind the rhyming — to para-
phrase Harold Rosenberg's splendid essay on translating Rilke
(in The Tradition of the New), who needs another rhymed poem in
English at this time, given other matters that are at work in this
poetry? It's the sub-text of this poem we should be worrying
about. It's clawing to get out, to be sprung from the German,
rediscovered in English. Middleton's condescending pitter-
pattering (“Round gorges deep with fire arrayed. . . .") not only
calls attention to the translator's cleverness, it is downright silly
and reduces the original in sense and structure. The British vac-
uum cleaner's at work here, gathering Trakl up into its dustbag.
Biy and Wright made some dumb mistakes of a particular
sort. In their rush to show us what they'd discovered in Trakl,
they relied too much on their own rusty knowledge of German
and got killed for it in many academic circles. Reviewers eager to
point out a mistranslation of a word here and there were not
otherwise up to spotting and clarifying what Bly and Wright had
' seen,'' had accomplished. One major discovery Bly and Wright
made in uncovering the Trakl originals was how much they had
to say, how close in spirit and form they were, to some American
poetry just being written (their own and a few others). Take
another look at Bly's Silence in the Snowy Fields and Wright's The
Branch Will Not Break. You'll see readily how Trakl helped them
write those poems.
Even in the best efforts of the translators in this collection,
we are put on edge and made to feel nervous about what will fall
on our ears next. I'm thinking of hauntingly simple poems like
Elis, that Hamburger starts up like this: "Absolute is the still-
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ness of this golden day. You know by now how Bly or Wright
would make that sound, and you also know what you'd do to
“save it in American English/' I wager.
I m doubly sad to report that the prose poems collected here
are also rendered quite badly, for the most part, by Roderick Iver-
son. You won't need me to underline the many parts of “Revela-
tion and Demise" that prove my point. I will quote the two open-
ing paragraphs:
REVELATION AND DEMISE
Strange are the nighttime pathways of man. As a
sleepwalker I passed into the stony rooms and in each
there burned a small and tranquil lamp, a copper can-
dlestick, and when, frozen, I sank down to the couch,
the black shadows of a strange woman stood again at
the regal head, and I silently concealed my face in the
slow hands. Hyacinths, likewise, had blossomed blue
from the window and from the purple lips of a bound-
less breathing rose the old prayer, descended from the
lids of crystal tears cried over a bitter world. In this hour
I was the white son of my father's death. From the hill,
in shivering blue showers, came the night wind, dark
lamentation of the mother fading once again, and I saw
black hell in my heart; a moment of shimmering still-
ness. An unspeakable face issued gently from the chalky
wall — a dying youth — beauty of a homebent genera-
tion. The coolness of stones, moon-white, encircled the
waking temple, the tread of shadows became inaudible
on fallen steps, a rosy dance in the tiny garden.
Silent, I sat in an abandoned tavern, beneath incinerated
beams, solitary adjacent my wine; a glowing corpse
stooped over something dark and set a dead lamb at my
feet. From putrefying blueness the sister's pale pres-
ence took form and her bloody mouth spoke: Sting,
black thorn! And even now — O sadness — these silver
arms resound from untamed storms. Flow, blood, from
the moonish feet blossoming on the nighttime pathway
across which a crying rat scurries. Flare up, you stars in
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my arching brow —and softly sounds the heart in the
night. A red shadow stormed the house with a fiery
sword, fled with a snowy brow: O bitter death.
Anyone with an interest in the development of the prose poem
will want to take a look at all of Trakl's; these somewhat dubious
versions by Iverson will at least give a glimpse of what is in store.
I'm pleased to report it's another matter entirely with re-
spect to the Aichinger collection. Here we can be grateful to
Logbridge-Rhodes in the extreme. I could argue, of course, over
bits and pieces I'd have shaped differently, but on the whole these
translations are solidly done, with a consistent American ear, or
so it seems, in charge of the music. The volume gets off to a fine
start with Lawrence Langer's introduction, which touches on the
major aspects of the work as well as sketching in Aichinger's ten-
tative, fresh ways. She's extremely elusive and allusive at once,
and Langer understands what she's after. It's hard to think of
another writer now writing in German who remains so very
much a poet no matter what other forms she takes on. The vi-
brant and cunning prose poems, the narrative fiction, and the
dialogues and plays all snap, crackle and pop with the energy of
good poems. Aichinger's work is so uniformly fine, and she's
working so much at the edge of where contemporary writing has
pushed to, that I'd have wished for a volume double the size of
this one. So perhaps I'll just quote some of my favorite poems
now, and implore Chappel and any others out there to go on with
the translating!
In this poem, watch Aichinger, in Langer's phrase, "relearn-
ing her own language, not because she has forgotten it, but be-









wife of Major Schultz,














While there is certainly a tradition behind this poem, it's hard to
think of anyone with the exception of Gunter Eich who would
put matters exactly like this. The Eich-Aichinger relationship
was its own organism, so I am not atall suggesting that Aichinger
is "borrowing" from Eich. There was so much give and take be-
tween them, so much they gave each other, learned from each
other, that merits attention. I'm simply hoping someone will do
the necessary digging and report on the findings. Contemporary
poetry would be even more crucially defined by such a study.
In "New Alliance," the poem that follows, she lives up to a
promise she made in a remarkable essay recently published in
German ("Meine Sprache und ich"— Chappel's selections might
have been even more markedly set off with the inclusion of this
bewitching sermon). Answering a famous little essay Gunter
Eich had published years ago, on the nature and substance of
language and literature, Aichinger concludes that she'll do what
she can for her language, so much so that in time her readers
won't want any more from it, make no demands of it, negatively
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or positively. "Here and there I'll weave in a sentence," she says,
"that will make it (her language) unsuspicious."
NEW ALLIANCE
The sun wants to move before me
into my tranquility,
jumps, pushes, moves childishly,
doesn't wait for me.
And for that reason
I'm leaving this tranquility,
this lovely tranquility
in the shade
to go to my lovely swine,
who alone know how
to be suffocated
violently and calmly enough
in our dull water,
according to the command
and according to the commandments
swine which no sun overtakes
and destroys,
which remain uppermost only after the end.
My kings.
Finally, she raises what she can raise,
PART OF THE QUESTION
High up on the square stands the water,
the air still rises in bubbles,
but what they are singing
no longer reaches me.
The fish circle around the church doors,
who'll answer me:
Should I go into the mountain
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or into the house with those
who love me,
and the distant view,
the grating of every footstep
once more?
How black my country becomes,
only deep down does
time wriggle green.
Aichinger should be required reading for all of us, especially her
country-men-and-women, who are still reinventing German.
I urge you to buy this volume for the other work as well that
is too long to quote from here. The prose pieces, the plays and
dialogues will take you places you haven't been.
Stuart Friebert
Note: Over the years, FIELD has published work by Aichinger from time to time.
See index to this issue for pieces that have appeared since #2 7 . Others can be found in #9
10 , 13 .
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THE SAME SKIN, BUT EVEN MORE AT HOME IN IT
Mirrors, Robert Creeley (New Directions, 1983).
The Best Hour of The Night, Louis Simpson (Ticknor and Fields,
1983).
Louis Simpson published his first book of poems in 1949,
Robert Creeley in 1953; in the eight or nine books of poems each
has published since, they have moved from exciting “new
talents" to "elder statesmen." They started from different posi-
tions: Simpson, leaving traditional forms, became known for a
distinctively easy, colloquial free verse; Creeley created a terse,
elliptical style to go with a new theory of line. In 1983 a new book
by each shows that these two distinctive voices are still distinc-
tive in the same ways that first brought them to our attention
and are each pursuing the same subjects and concerns as in their
earlier books, but each has modified his signature by taking the
risk of an understatement so profound that if spoken, without
book, in a living room, the latest poems by Creeley or Simpson
would pass directly to their hearers like comfortable conversa-
tion. But the speakers would not confuse the hearers: Simpson's
voice is still discursive and anecdotal, as in At the End of the Open
Read (1963); Creeley' s is still elliptical and laconic, as in For Love
(1962). But both now sound as effortless as if their authors had
talked their poems rather than composing them. They have
achieved the art that disguises art.
Simpson has moved from the conversational rhythms, dic-
tion, and syntax of a poem like "A Story about Chicken Soup" ("I
know it's in bad taste to say it, / But it's true. The Germans killed
them all. ) to an even more flexible narrative free verse that
sounds, as needed, like suburban gossips, a gangster brother, the
chairman of the board, the local paper, an irate wife, or a female
lover, as well as like an amused or sorrowing or meditating poet
/ bystander. A typical poem is the fifteen-page story called "The
Previous Tenant. " The first stanzas begin like the first para-
graphs of an undistinguished novel:
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“All that winter it snowed/'
“My landlord, Stanley, came by now and then."
All right,' he said, he'd get in touch with him."
“I said he must have left in a hurry."
The plot is all too familiar: the previous tenant had been a doctor
in the local hospital, who had the perfect suburban wife and
number of children; she joined the garden club, and he bought a
sailboat and a green Land Rover. Then came Irene Davis, whose
invalid husband was Dr. McNeil's patient. Then the series of
rendezvous, the divorce, and the lonely drinking. Irene is suc-
ceeded by a young thing in jeans and sweater.
I do not know any other poet who would risk taking so large
and tired a cliche and making a poem of it, but Louis Simpson has
succeeded — not only in creating satire, which would be easy and
a cliche in itself, but by undercutting that satire to make the char-
acters sympathetic, even heroic. On the satiric level, the town is
called Point Mercy; the McNeil children are introduced in the
language of the local paper ("Tom, fourteen, and Laurie, nine and
a half, nearly ten."); McNeil's only unusual act is to speak at the
village meeting against firing the Latin teacher; and the Moral-
Majority garden-club president says, in the poem's last lines,
“You have to be selective — / this is why I read the New Yorker and
Time,
I
and subscribe to The Book of the Month Club." But when Simp-
son describes the ostracized doctor's life after the scandal, he lets
the narrator and the reader become McNeil. He does it with spe-
cific details, common, but so carefully chosen that readers see
themselves doing these lonely rituals:
I could imagine him coming home . . .
putting some fries on a metal sheet
and sliding it into the oven
set at 350 degrees.
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Sprinkling a couple of chops
with pepper and garlic.
Deciding which frozen vegetable . . .
say, spinach. Putting the block
in a saucer with water and salt.
Making a salad . . . but this would mean
slicing tomatoes, radishes, scallions,
and washing lettuce. There would be times
when he just couldn't be bothered.
He describes Irene as mysteriously romantic:
They said she was dark. What they hadn't said
was that the darkness, jet-black hair,
was set off by a skin like snow,
like moonlight in a dark field glimmering.
Her features were . . . fine. She wouldn't have been
out of place in an Italian villa
with walls five feet thick, and chickens
roosting on the furniture . . . the family
crowded into three rooms upstairs . . .
a contessa, married to the invalid son
of impoverished aristocracy.
And throughout the story Simpson threads the narrator's partly
greedy, partly guilty, yet sympathetic acknowledgement that he
is a denizen of the same town and the same story. When he finds
and begins to read Irene's letters, he first says, "I was filled with a
sense of the ridiculous," but later, "I was beginning to be afraid /
for him. For her. For both of them." This range of tones, from
laughter (a safe rejection) to fear (genuine affection and concern)
cannot be achieved just by sneering at the cliches of suburban
adultery.
The fact that this story is in the form of a poem reinforces its
complexity of tone: each line-end pauses where it matters; each
line is rhythmically inevitable for the character and the narra-
tor's implied comment on him; each word and phrase works ac-
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tively to characterize or advance plot or establish necessary set-
ting, and the entire novel-sized plot is compressed into fifteen
pages without thinning character or appearing to rush scenes.
For example, the description of the town's proudest public sculp-
ture demonstrates in twenty-three short lines both the town's
mean pretensions and its pathetic helplessness; both the attitude
of one who denies its meanness and that of one who simultane-
ously admits, deplores, and integrates it:
The slope goes down to a road.
Between this and the bay
stands a gazebo, an open dome
housing a bust of Hercules.
This, they say, was a ship's figurehead.
All but the bearded head
is a reconstruction . . . some local artist
has added a muscular torso
and draped over one shoulder
the skin of the Nemean lion.
A sillier, more pathetic monster
it would be hard to imagine,
with his doggy nose and wide-open eyes
that seem to say. Look at me.
I never did any harm.
This monument to our culture,
believe it or not, had been vandalized . . .
battered and gashed.
Whoever did it must have used a hammer
or an axe.
I said, "Boys will be boys."
"I'm sure," Maggie said, "it wasn't anyone
from around here."
The last poem in the book states and demonstrates both




You will never write the poem about Italy.
What Socrates said about love
is true of poetry — where is it?
Not in beautiful faces and distant scenery
but the one who writes and loves.
In your life here, on this street
where the houses from the outside
are all alike, and so are the people.
Inside, the furniture is dreadful —
floe on the walls, and huge color television.
To love and write unrequited
is the poet's fate. Here you'll need
all your ardor and ingenuity.
This is the front and these are the heroes —
a life beginning with "Hi!" and ending with "So long!"
You must rise to the sound of the alarm
and march to catch the 6:20 —
watch as they ascend the station platform
and, grasping briefcases, pass beyond your gaze
and hurl themselves into the flames.
Simpson sees all the drab, equivocal suburban lives as a hurling
' into the flames." Poetry has always been the only vehicle for this
vision, and the understatement achieved by his careful selection
of banal details and revealing speeches from these lives succeeds
in distancing his readers without quite alienating or excluding
them.
Robert Creeley has always been a cryptic poet: his syntax is
complex, yet so terse and elliptical that it can often be read in
more than one way; his punctuation is sparse and sometimes idio-
syncratic; his pronouns are often severed from remote or unclear
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antecedents; his diction tends to be abstract, his images few and
far apart, and one word is often used in more than one sense.
This is understatement, but of such a crabbed sort that it can
have the effect of overstatement. When this style fails, it hermet-
ically seals the reader out and makes him attempt grotesque
overreadings; when it succeeds, it thrusts him against the hard
edge of a difficult metaphysical truth or a feeling that he may
have taken for granted so long that he has ceased to feel it. In a
poem like “A Gift of Great value" ( For Love, Poems 1950-1960 ) the
technique works well to make the mounting of the Trojan Horse
an Oedipal experience of great intensity. In "The Turn" (Poems
1950-65), however, the confused syntax of the second stanza and
the clever play on see and saw in the fifth and the pathetically
funny screaming of the stalk of celery in the fourth fail to whirl
the reader into a fresh awareness when he gets to the bare
statement in the last stanza. One wishes for a Roethke.
But in Mirrors Creeley's cleverness and idiosyncracy have be-
come as seamless as good skin. There is less brilliance, sometimes
even flatness, but also less condescension. The style is true un-
derstatement. Creeley's concerns are the same as before: the dif-
ficulties of perception, especially of the movement of time, the
simplicity and rightness of love, and the steady advance toward
death — death by nuclear explosion ("Elements," "One World");
death by reduction of desire ("Sad Advice," "Still Dancers");
death by resignation and loss of ambition ("If," "Ambition");
death with no hope of anything more ("Beyond"). At times he
takes comfort in the fact that death is still some distance off
("Wind Lifts"), but the circumference of pleasure is smaller: a
warm house with people in it ("Winter"), a house plant ("Such
Flowers"), one tomorrow ("All the Way"), or just the feeling of
being alive ("Help Heaven"). He sounds old for a poet not yet
sixty, but this tone is in keeping with the austerity of his vision all
along. He seems always to have asked, "What really matters?
What is really bone?" This is notan ecstatic vision, and the poems
that embody it are statement poems that run the risk of being
merely didactic, even obvious. But when they work in Mirrors
(and they usually do), they lift as powerfully as magnets, and by
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means of a more frugal and restrained use of the same devices
that obscured some of the earlier poems.
“Help Heaven" is a successful example of how inversion and
omission of some expected punctuation and capitals can make a
poem mean itself in several ways at once:
HELP HEAVEN
Help heaven up out
of nothing before it
so deep and soft
lovely it feels to
be here at all now.
But the poem "She Is" seems to say, "I can't live without her,"














Creeley takes the same risk successfully, however, in "Tell
Story. The sentiment is equally banal, and the form is a flat
statement, but implication that a life (road) can or will end well if
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those who travel it do so hand in hand is understated so skillfully
in a seven-word ellipsis that it makes all the "John Anderson, my










Have Simpson and Creeley nudged us toward the conclusion
that when a poet has broken the public ice, won the prizes, and
grown comfortable enough in his skin not to worry about who's
looking, he can take the risk of not straining for effect? I wish it
were so, but then I'm reminded of the fruitless straining of late
Tennyson and Wordsworth and of all the mute, inglorious
winners of awards like the Yale series who have never ripened or
peaked. It is enough, I think, to thank heaven that Simpson and
Creeley did not panic at thirty or drive a fast car too fast or jump
off a bridge. These two, at least, have wholly relaxed and, with-
out losing them, have understated their public voices until even a
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Frank Bidart, The Sacrifice (Vintage, 1983).
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I have before me four new collections of poetry: Frank Bi-
dart's The Sacrifice, C. K. Williams's Tar, Stanley Plumly's Summer
Celestial, and Norman Dubie's Selected and New Poems. I've been read-
ing around in all four books with interest and pleasure, but I find,
increasingly, that I have serious misgivings about the first two
and considerable enthusiasm for the latter pair. We all know that
reviews are mostly the airing of prejudices or the rationalizing of
friendship or hostility. In these four cases I don't owe anybody
anything, but if my growing sense of excellence in two cases and
shortcomings in two more is simply an expression of personal
bias, I want to be candid about that. I'm hoping, of course, that
my reasons for preference will seem to have a sound basis in a
coherent poetics, but I feel gingerly and tentative in claiming too
much for them.
One thing that makes me cautious is a sharp rap on the
knuckles I got from a critic named Charles Altieri a while back.
Putting a couple of essays I had written at different times to-
gether to see if they added up to a consistent aesthetic, Altieri
found that I had called for sincerity and humility in the poet's
approach to the world on the one hand, while praising verbal
originality and technical excellence on the other. Here's the
crushing point about my error: "Rarely will what are largely con-
ventional beliefs so clearly display their internal contradictions.
Young wants to blend a mimetic criterion of naturalness, an ethi-
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cal standard of humility, a visionary dream of self-transcen-
dence, and a praise of foregrounded craft/' Actually, allowing for
terminological differences — I would never resort to a phrase like
"foregrounded craft" — this doesn't sound too bad. But Altieri
obviously finds it unbelievably naive. I thought he was about to
pat me on the back when he remarked on the "admirable direct-
ness" of my essays, but I ought to have known better: he prefers
subtler minds" and his own prose is scarcely distinguished by
directness or even lucidity. Here is the sentence that follows the
two quoted above: "This tempts us to observe the ideals of natu-
ralness and self-transcendence through the lens of Roland
Barthes on the trope of inexpressibility." One has to ask who
us consists of here, and who is really going to suffer the temp-
tation Altieri describes. He wants to impress his fellow theorists,
hence the fashionable allusion to a French thinker who has made
some admirable contributions to human knowledge but whom
many of us might not feel in the least tempted to drag into a
discussion of contemporary American poetry.
But I don't want to dodge Altieri's point by making fun of his
prose. Nor do I want to slip out of it by pleading that in those
essays I was scarcely intent on constructing a poetics, simply
reacting to some particular literary problems that had come my
way. Instead, I'd like to face the issue of contradictions as directly
(there goes the subtlety) as possible. Altieri feels that as soon as I
admit the serpent Rhetoric into my Garden where I want poets to
be sincere and humble (later in his essay I am made to stand for "a
cult of humility"), I have Fallen and entered a postlapsarian world
of Artifice. After that, it's apparently simply a matter of who
comes up with the trickiest rhetoric for convincing the rest of us
he or she is the best cultural spokesperson. John Ashbery and
Adrienne Rich win the honors in Altieri's sweepstakes, with firm
pats on the back for Robert Pinsky, Louise Gluck, and Carl Den-
nis. Many readers will be able to assess Altieri's limitations as a
reader simply from that list.
Back to my "contradiction." I think it's a healthy one, even if
it is made up of "conventional beliefs." It attempts to strike a
balance between art and artlessness, to draw on a principle any
working artist can recognize as valid: that you can get by neither
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on good intentions nor on pure technique. You must somehow
combine them. From the inside view (which is what my essay
about humility, “The Bite of the Muskrat" was promoting), it's
important to recognize that poetry can't be manufactured out of
its identifiable components. There's a need for some strong im-
pulse, rising to a vision of experience, and the lyric poet, espe-
cially, is at the mercy of the coming and going of such impulses, a
fact that has always been recognized through terms like ''inspira-
tion'' and “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings." The
temptation, when the impulse isn't there, is to fabricate verse
that strongly resembles the real thing and hope to pass it off as
genuine. As an editor, I see a large volume of submissions, and I
simply can't escape the notion that much of it was written from a
weak impulse, from the simple desire to produce poetry. It smells
manufactured — sometimes from the modest factories known as
workshops, sometimes from large and famous firms — and I
suppose I incur the contempt of someone like Altieri in even sug-
gesting that something as instinctive as a sense of smell can tell
me what's genuine and what's imitative. Impulse, instinct, “seat-
of-the-pants“ response to works of art: what good are these to
theoreticians?
And then there's the other side of the coin, the twist in the
Moebius strip: that strong impulse, sincerity, the humility where-
by the ego lets go of the world and is rewarded by a renewed
intimacy with it — these are not enough. They do not guarantee
art. Take the case of the Japanese and their national pastime of
writing haiku. There's a religious sensibility at work in the very
approach to experience involved in composing haiku, and pre-
sumably most haiku reflect that valid and admirable way of see-
ing the world. But not every haiku is as excellent as every other
one, and when we begin to try to say why, we get into matters of
technique: our only way of describing an end product that may
partly take its strength from the impulse behind it and the sincer-
ity of its writer. Once we have taken up the question of tech-
nique, we're in Altieri's fallen world, where rhetoric and artifice
rule in matters of art, critics are just smarter versions of artists,
comparative judgments are reflections of cultural stimuli, and a
relativity reigns whereby now some rhetorics are fashionable,
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now others. And in that world Altieri can nail me for naivete and
contradictory values when I mix talk about naturalness and self-
transcendence and sincerity with talk that acknowledges the im-
portance of technique, of “foregrounded craft."
In fact, my other essay, to my mind, acknowledged the prob-
lem even in its title, “Language: the Poet as Master and Servant."
That paradox of service to and mastery over language helps ex-
press my sense that technical mastery must work in tandem with
strong and valid reasons for writing, a vision of experience that
transcends the ordinary self and its impulses of aggrandizement
and manipulation. We come to a point where we look beyond
rhetoric, beyond our cultural cynicism, beyond ways of account-
ing for art's strength purely by descriptive calibrations of techni-
cal cunning. And when we look beyond we aren't just staring at a
“trope" of "inexpressibility," though I admit the difficulty in-
volved in finding a way to account for all this without sounding
romantic or naive. Perhaps that's why romanticism, for all its
subsequent modifications, is still important to us: it identifies
elements in the creation and experience of art that we recognize
as valid and that no amount of theoretical finesse can fully cap-
ture. It slips through the fingers of an Altieri, even through the
fingers of a Barthes.
Now, what bearing does all of the above have on my four
poets? First of all, let's set the humility issue aside by admitting
that they all qualify. They are respected and acknowledged prac-
titioners, and I don't intend to call the validity of their intentions
into question. Altieri has shown me that that's a dangerous prac-
tice. So what is it that makes the Dubie and Plumly books more
appealing to me than the C. K. Williams and Bidart books?
With each of these books I'm going to take a page of poetry
chosen at random, using it to characterize the poet's way of see-
ing the world and style of expressing that vision. I'll then take a
passage or poem, chosen deliberately, that I think shows the poet
at his best, and after commenting on the particular strengths. I'll
compare the random passage with the “best foot forward"
selection.
My random passage from Bidart is page 21 of The Sacrifice,
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which looks like this:
I CARE IF I AM GUILTY! . . .
God was silent.
Everything was SILENT.
I lay back down in the snow.
I wanted again to go to sleep, and die . . .
But my BODY did not want to die.
My BODY spoke to me:
There is no answer to your life.
You are insane; or evil.
There is only one thing that you can do: —
You must join YOUR GUILT
to the WORLD'S GUILT.
I said to myself:
I must join MY GUILT
to the WORLD'S GUILT.
I got up out of the snow.
. . . What did the words mean?
Then I realized what the words meant.
I said to myself:
You must join YOUR GUILT
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to the WORLD'S GUILT.
This comes about two-thirds of the way through a long poem
about Nijinsky which is the centerpiece of this book. It runs
around thirty pages, has won a large prize from The Paris Review
,
and has attracted, I gather, a good deal of favorable attention. No
doubt an excerpt doesn t do it justice, but it's my feeling that we
ought to be able to get a good idea of a poet's quality from sam-
pling any full page. And certainly what we have here is quite
typical of Bidart and of the Nijinsky poem. The use of capitals,
italics, italicized capitals, frequent stanza breaks, staggered lines
and ellipses is characteristic of the poem and of the style of The
Sacrifice throughout. What Bidart is presumably trying to do is
reproduce Nijinsky's state of mind and voice through all these
devices, but the same style does service for the voices of all the
speakers in the collection, so that it is clearly not fashioned solely
as a characterization of Nijinsky. Some of the book's speakers are
versions of the poet — we are told on the back cover that one
poem is semi-autobiographical" — so the style is Bidart's cur-
rent way of writing poems, whether dramatic monologues or
not, part of his current "rhetoric."
I must say that for me it lacks distinction. I have a mild inter-
est in the subject — I can remember picking up this basic informa-
tion about Nijinsky years ago in Colin Wilson's The Outsider— but
it is not sharpened or reawakened by what is happening on the
page, in the language. The look of the thing reminds me of a lot of
"Beat" poems by people like Ginsberg and McClure, where I was
already bored by the sprawl of language and the easy attempts at
EMPHASIS through obvious devices. The particular page I've
landed on is also weakened, for me, by its repetition. It acts out
poor Nijinsky's crisis in the snow with painful literalism. Bidart
doesn't always move things along quite so slowly, though econ-
omy of means is certainly not one of his major concerns.
Admirers of this poem will probably argue that I should hear
it read out loud in order to judge it fairly. It's an argument I've
heard before, and I know that weak poems can be strengthened
or made powerful through vivid performance. Joseph Brodsky on
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the page is pretty uninteresting; Joseph Brodsky chanting at the
top of his voice in Russian is worth a listen. But I think the claim
that a poem needs performance, especially by the poet, is special
pleading. I am still left, as a reader, with this poem that I have to
force myself to read, a poem that seems to me to arrive at its goals
by means that are too obvious, too familiar, too impoverished. I
remain bewildered by the praises and prizes. What do people see
here?
A subtler defense of Bidart's style is the one found in a re-
view by Donald Hall, a poet and critic I greatly respect, of an
earlier Bidart collection, quoted on the back of The Sacrifice. Hall
says, "His dramatic monologues are wholly genuine. When I read
poems that are 'not poetry,' and yet 'wholly genuine,' I know that
I am in the presence of something new. Everything truly new has
always begun as 'not poetry,' be it The Waste Land or Lyrical Ballads."
Good point, but my problem is that I find nothing "truly new" in
Bidart and I cannot sense how the poems manage to be "wholly
genuine" while managing to be "not poetry." Hall has at least
addressed my dismay, but he hasn't convinced me of the newness
or the genuineness. I may sound Altierish in pointing out that a
dramatic monologue never can be genuine, it can only seem gen-
uine, and even that quality. I'm afraid, may be of limited value.
Suppose Bidart manages to convince me that I am authentically
in touch with Nijinsky's voice and spirit; there still remains the
question of how or whether those make a sufficiently interesting
poem. They don't, for me. I can see how Bidart feels Nijinsky
expresses truths about our culture and about the relation be-
tween art and guilt that he feels we should ponder, take to heart,
but I m afraid that nothing about the poem draws me into shar-
ing this view or feeling that I'm looking at something truly
new. And in the meantime I retain the impression of "not
poetry Hall speaks of, not because the poem lacks certain tradi-
tional features I insist on, but because I don't find anything in its
movement, its texture, its diction or its devices for emphasis that
seems sufficiently interesting or original or concentrated or mu-
sical to be worthy of the term "poetry." It's an absence, not a
presence, that bothers me, and I'm distressed about my response
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when it divides me from readers whose judgments I respect. But
there it is.
Now I have painted myself into a corner with respect to Bi-
dart, because I don't know how to find a passage that represents
the poet at his best. Most readers will, I think, find the Nijinsky
poem the piece in the book that most rewards attention, but I
can t find another passage to quote from that poem that would
serve to qualify the shortcomings I have described. Nor are there
other poems in The Sacrifice where I think I could claim that the
style I sampled above works more effectively. Bidart actually has
a try at rewriting the Book of Genesis in this "new" and "not
poetry" fashion, and I'm sorry to report that the results look like
this:
God said,
LET GREAT LIGHTS IN THE FIRMAMENT
ORDER AND ILLUMINATE THE EARTH.
God placed great lights shining in the firmament,
the GREATER LIGHT to dominate the day,
the LESSER LIGHT to dominate the night,
and STARS.
God talking in capitals and italics isn't any more appealing, for my
money, than Nijinsky doing it. So instead of trying to show some
way in which Bidart is effective for me, I'll do better, I think,
simply to close my discussion of him by saying that I may have
some sort of blind spot, some quirk that doesn't allow me to sense
the value of this book. Readers are advised to judge for them-
selves. If Bidart really has performed the Waste Land and Lyrical
Ballads trick of creating poetry out of what doesn't seem to be
anything more than prose scattered across a page with heavy
devices of emphasis, the results should not be missed.
With C. K. Williams, at any rate, I feel on firmer ground.
This is a poet I admire and whose admiration by others I can
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therefore understand. Moreover, in the area of sincerity and
humility, Williams has few peers. He is a poet clearly bent on the
truth, anxious to avoid self-deception and self-indulgence, never
glib or facile. I know that my reservations about Tar, as they have
developed in my reading and rereading of it, are in the main sty-
listic and rhetorical. I think Williams has laudable ends and du-
bious means, so I am clear with myself about what I think is
wrong and can hope to be clear to the reader.
My random sample from Tar is the opening of a poem called
“Combat":
I've been trying for hours to figure out who I was reminded of by
the welterweight fighter
I saw on television this afternoon all but ruin his opponent with
counter-punches and now I have it.
It was a girl I knew once, a woman: when he was being inter-
viewed after the knockout, he was her exactly,
the same rigorous carriage, same facial structure — sharp cheek-
bones, very vivid eyebrows —
even the sheen of perspiration — that's how I'd remember her, of
course . . . Moira was her name —
and the same quality in the expression of unabashed self-
involvement, softened at once with a grave,
almost over-sensitive attentiveness to saying with absolute pre-
cision what was to be said.
Lovely Moira! Could I ever have forgotten you? No, not forgot-
ten, only not had with me for a time
that dark, slow voice, those vulnerable eyes, those ankles finely
tendoned as a thoroughbred's.
We met I don't remember where — everything that mattered
happened in her apartment, in the living room,
with her mother, who she lived with, watching us, and in Moira's
bedroom down the book-lined corridor.
The voice of this poem, as with others in the collection, is quite
unabashedly Williams's own, speaking casually and directly, en-
gaging the reader on the level of conversation. We sense that we
are in the presence of someone anxious to avoid facile lyricism.
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even if it means being dogged, prosaic, prolix. And that, I take it,
explains those enormously long lines. They are to be found
throughout the collection, as consistently as Bidart s capitals and
italics and stanzas and half-lines, and I think they constitute a
style and rhetoric that keep lyricism at a calculated arm's-length.
For me, though, the cost is greater than the achievement. I feel
suffocated by these poems. If rhetoric is a serpent, then here it
becomes a kind of python, steadily wrapping its coils around the
reader. Not enough room is left to the imagination, not enough
of a role is allowed for the reader. The intention is to be chatty,
but the effect is like being in the grasp of the Ancient Mariner
when you have already heard his story a couple of times before.
Notice how much those long lines encourage a kind of stylistic
amplification that is dangerous to poetry, even downright inimi-
cal to it. Adjectives pile up around nouns, syntax reproduces it-
self in multiplying clauses. Aren't we, once more, in the presence
of "not poetry" attempting to accomplish "poetry" by breaking
the rules, wringing the neck of rhetoric? And, again, we can't say
before the fact whether the attempt will succeed; it is understand-
able, even laudable, but neither automatically good or bad. We
have to judge the results not for violating norms but on their
own merits. And for me, one conclusion has to be that these
poems are overwritten, swollen, that they fail at the level of in-
vention, where their rhetoric retards instead of advancing them.
Having registered my doubts about Tar, in terms of its style,
I can go on to emphasize virtues. Williams is a fine storyteller
and, as I've suggested, a likeable man — honest, stubborn, willing
to risk absurdity, deeply compassionate. His recollections and his
reflections on them can be engrossing, even hypnotic. His sub-
jects are urban and he tries, with a courage few poets could
match, to find a world he can celebrate in the junky environ-
ments and seamy lives of our cities. One cannot help but admire
the effort and wonder whether the stylistic means he has chosen,
with its own encumbering sense of litter and sprawl, is the only
way to pursue this goal. I think it's not — I think we're dealing
here with what critics used to call "fallacy of imitative form" —
but I admire the man and I enjoyed the poems. He and they are
earnest and often sentimental, but affable and endearing as well.
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Here's the middle of the title poem. The speaker, on the day of
Three Mile Island, has been pondering the work of roofers on an
adjoining building with one part of his mind while worrying
about imminent disaster with another:
When they take their break, they leave their brooms standing at
attention in the asphalt pails,
work gloves clinging like Brer Rabbit to the bitten shafts, and
they slouch along the precipitous lip,
the enormous sky behind them, the heavy noontime air alive
with shimmers and mirages.
Sometime in the afternoon I had to go inside: the advent of our
vigil was upon us.
However much we didn't want to, however little we would do
about it, we'd understood:
we were going to perish of all this, if not now, then soon, if not
soon, then someday.
Someday, some final generation, hysterically aswarm beneath an
atmosphere as unrelenting as rock,
would rue us all, anathematize our earthly comforts, curse our
surfeits and submissions.
I think I know, though I might rather not, why my roofers stay so
clear to me and why the rest,
the terror of that time, the reflexive disbelief and distancing, all
we should hold on to, dims so.
The sentiments are right on target, but the stuff itself is prose,
i.e. too discursive and not imaginative enough to be called poetry.
If we had to do from now on without poetry itself, with what is
in, say. Dr. Williams's urban lyrics, this would make a pretty at-
tractive substitute. But for me, at least, the lyrics of the earlier
Williams, the poet from Rutherford, will not go away.
I turn with pleasure to Stanley Plumly's Summer Celestial. Th is
is the poet's fifth book, and the second one, along with Out-of-the-
Body Travel, 1 have really liked. In it are poems that I recognize, as
soon as I have read them, as poems I will want to reread, poems I
will always feel attached to. This poet does not risk his lyric
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achievement through " not-poetry" but rather through un-
abashed and straightforward attempts at lyricism. I can imagine
someone who preferred Bidart or C. K. Williams dismissing
Plumly for his “poetic" feel. But perhaps that's what's hardest to
retain these days, the genuine note of ecstasy, of self-transcen-
dence. My random sample is page 28 , the last section of a diptych
called “Two Moments, for My Mother":
What you called a coal-star, red ash soft in the wind,
still blows down on the lawn. A sign, you said.
And who can sleep whose bed is not by the window?
The sky in the maple still turns and turns and lets the wind
in first, then rain, then a light that is nothing
but silver off the leaves.
I am alive because of you.
I am alive all night, and in the morning,
like a penny's worth of fever, the sun is alive,
one color, then another — lily, chrysanthemum, dew.
Everything here — the sound, the diction, the movement, the
imagery, the careful repetitions — combines wonderfully to
achieve the total effect of a quiet, intense voice, arriving at un-
derstanding and acceptance. Perhaps it lacks the bite and wit and
grit another poet might bring to the same subject. Some might
say it feels a little unsensational next to Bidart's flailing and lash-
ing poem about his mother or Williams's wry comedy in “My
Mother's Lips," but I much prefer it as a true accomplishment, a
dance of emotion and hard-won wisdom accomplished with care
and precision and, yes, craft.
I think that the way Plumly's poems, at their best, work for
me is that they take worn subjects— wildflowers, the romance of
childhood — and manage to renew them through fresh, attentive
and original treatment. To accomplish this Plumly needs care and
intensity; his enterprise always seems to be hanging by a thread.
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He risks sentimentality and then rescues himself from it by vivid
acts of the imagination, fresh structures, images that turn before
our eyes from casual to compelling. Here is a poem called “After
Whistler":
In his portrait of Carlyle, Whistler builds
from the color out: he calls it an arrangement
in gray and black and gives it a number in order
to commit us to the composition — to the foreground
first, in profile, before we go on to a wall
that seems to be neutral but is really the weather.
Carlyle is tired, beyond anger, and beautiful,
his white head tilted slightly toward the painter.
He is wearing a long coat and rests his hat on his knees.
When I was born I came out holding my breath, blue.
The cord had somehow rotted at the naval —
I must have lain alone for hours before they would let
my father's mother, the other woman there, give blood.
She still had red hair and four years to live.
The place on my arm where they put the needles in
I call my mortality scar. When I think of my grand-
mother lifting me all the way to the kitchen counter
I think of the weight by which we are doubled or more
through the lives of others. I followed her
everywhere, or tried to. I was her witness.
When I look at Whistler's portrait of Carlyle
I think of how the old survive: we make them up.
In the vegetable garden, therefore, the sun is gold
as qualified in pictures. She is kneeling in front
of the light in such a way I can separate skin from bone.
She is an outline, planting or preparing the ground.
For all I know she will never rise from this green place.
Even the painter's mother is staring into the future,
as if her son could paint her back into her body.
I was lucky. In nineteen thirty-nine they still
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believed blood was family. In a room real
with walls the color of buckwheat she would sit out
the afternoon dressed up, rocking me to sleep.
It would be Sunday, slow, no one else at home.
And I would wake that way, small in her small arms,
hers, in the calendar dark, my head against her heart.
Four nine-line stanzas, smoothly managed, apparently effort-
less. The poem has a double subject, or appears to until the end,
when they suddenly come together. The meditations about
Whistler's paintings and habits of composition and color choice
seem at first to act as a sort of counterweight to the emotionally-
charged story of the baby saved by the grandmother's transfu-
sion and launched into life, as it were, by her love. But as the
poem moves forward, some subtle transformations are enacted.
The speaker realizes that his ritual acts of memory— naming his
scar, calculating "the weight by which we are doubled or more II
through the lives of others," envisioning his grandmother in her
garden — are identical to the painter's acts in portraying his sub-
jects. As the resemblance grows apparent, a strange metamor-
phosis occurs in the final stanza: the memory of being rocked by
the grandmother merges with Whistler's famous painting of his
mother, so that the "real" act becomes an iconic image and the
painting comes back, in effect, to life. I mentioned Plumly's delib-
erate risks. They are compounded here by his choice of a painting
that has become a joke, a cultural cliche. Now the counterweight
effect becomes somewhat more ingenious and refreshing: a trite
emotion, remembering the love of a dead grandparent and the
childish sense of security that we lose as adults, is made vivid and
authentic by a merging with a trite painting, which is also re-
newed and made wonderful to us after having been lost among
cultural detritus. Two unlikely subjects add up to one astonish-
ingly original composition.
I have mostly discussed structure so far, though the struc-
ture is obviously itself a form of rhetoric here, since it controls
and accomplishes our response. I will add some observations
about style, since I think Plumly's light touch with diction and
movement is a large part of what makes the poem work. There is
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first of all the color scheme. Whistler proposes a two-color
scheme for his portrait of Carlyle — gray and black — and Plumly
makes this work as well for the four stanzas that are, in effect, his
canvases here. He thus juxtaposes red and blue in the second
stanza, to tell the story of the blue baby and red-haired grand-
mother. In the third he uses green and gold to characterize the
action of memory as it transforms the sunlight and the garden to
the still and "qualified" place where "the old survive" because we
cherish them, even if only as outlines. In the final stanza, as mem-
ory and picture move together and merge, Plumly elects a sub-
tle Whistlerian palette, modifying his earlier bright hues to the
buckwheat-colored walls and the ambiguous "calendar dark" —
brown? black? deep blue? — of the final line. We may still want to
imagine the grandmother's red hair or respond to the word
"blood" in part as a color signal, but mostly, I think, we sense how
carefully the images are muted, and why.
I could talk about the effectively calculated rhythms of the
poem and of the last stanza in particular, but I'll content myself
with one more observation, on the adjective "calendar." I noted
the excess of adjectives in C. K. Williams. I still subscribe to the
notion that excessive qualification dilutes poetry. Thus, when an
adjective seems especially well-chosen, wholly justified, the plea-
sure in it is that much greater. "Calendar" seems to me a good
example of that, for the way it evokes our need to put time into
orderly segments, as we do in part through memory, and for the
way it evokes the slightly debased image of the painting, repro-
duced for a calendar hung on the wall. Since "calendar"is really a
noun ("calendrical" is the true adjective), we can also reverse the
order of the pairing, saying "dark calendar" to ourselves, evoking
the diminished images of the memory as well as "the dark back-
ward and abysm of time." Am I considering too curiously if I add
that there is a mildly terrifying underside to the final image, a
chthonic jolt, a waking-up entrapped in the arms of the mother
goddess who is also the earth and one's death? I don't think that's
the primary meaning of the image, but I think it hovers in the
background as a possibility, making the poem richer and truer.
Stanley Plumly, it seems to me, asks much of himself and of his
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medium, so that the reader needs to be attentive too, in a way
that Bidart does not demand and that C. K. Williams demands
only intermittently. But the rewards are concomitant.
Norman Dubie is the youngest poet in this group of four,
still under forty, but he has been prolific enough to make this
Selected and New Poems seem like a timely idea. No doubt he has
written too much, an outpouring of longish poems concentrating
on arresting moments in history and art, but what impresses me,
in browsing through this substantial (145 pages) selection, is the
consistency of his work, a consistency no doubt achieved
through careful selection from the much larger published canon.
My random sample turns up the opening of a poem called "Ibis":
There is the long dream in the afternoon
That turns a large, white page
Like, once, the slow movement
Of slaves at daybreak
Through the clouds of a stone laundry.
The blossom
On a black vegetable and
The olive wood burning in the plate
Are the simple events
That I'll wake to this evening.
At dark, we'll walk out along
The shore having finished
Another day of exile in a wet place.
As a boy I burned
Leaves in the many gardens
Of a cemetery in Rome.
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This turns out to be a poem about Ovid in exile, loving and hating
the world he finds himself in, drawn to but envious of the youth
and enthusiasm of his slave boy. It's done with a light touch and
an expert eye for detail, and the use of the couplet for the slow
and deliberate unfolding of the aging poet's world and sensibility
seems just right. Dubie's ability to enter his subjects with a full-
ness of imagination that is continually supported by imagery is
precisely what I miss in Bidart.
Dubie's risk is of course that he will grow literary on us, that
his constant raids on history and the lives of great composers,
artists and poets will seem parasitical, a substitute for first-hand
experience in his own life or the world around him. His triumph
is to continually evade that charge, to remain unpredictable and
independent, surprising us by his vivid command of the dream
details of worlds we thought we already knew about. His imagi-
native authority both falls short of and exceeds the authority of
biographers and historians, and I think it is established by his
faith in detail, his love of the particular. Paradoxically, it is the
particulars that make the worlds of his poems dreamlike and
compelling. They are seldom the details we expect, and their viv-
idness, deflecting our expectations and waking our senses, does
away with questions like "How does he know this?" and "What is
the source of this information?" Another way to put this is to say
that we know Dubie is lying, though we are never sure how
much, and instead of resenting the lying we like it, relearning the
lesson about what poetry really is. To show this poet at his best
might seem to require quoting or discussing one of his long
poems, like the one about Beethoven or the one about Queen
Elizabeth, but I am going to content myself here with a short,
surprising piece called "Thomas Hardy." Think for a moment
about what you might expect to find in a poem of that title, then
turn your attention to what Dubie has given us:
The first morning after anyone's death, is it important
To know that fields are wet, that the governess is
Naked but with a scarf still covering her head, that
She's sitting on a gardener who's wearing
Just a blue shirt, or that he's sitting on a chair in the kitchen.
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They look like they are rowing while instead outside in the mist
Two boats are passing on the river, the gardener's mouth
Is opening:
A white, screaming bird lifts off the river into the trees,
Flies a short distance, and is joined
By a second bird, but then as if to destroy everything
The two white birds are met by a third. The night
Always fails. The cows are now standing in the barns.
You can hear the milk as it drills into wooden pails.
It's what we don't know about this poem, I think, that makes it so
interesting and unforgettable. We don't know whether Hardy is
speaking — the sentiments might well be his — or whether
someone is eulogizing him in a very unusual way. If it is Hardy,
he is less pessimistic and tired than usual, finding instead in the
world an energy of renewal that asserts itself through comical
sexuality, boats, birds and the morning milking (are we some-
where in the vicinity of Tess's dairy?). If it is a eulogizer, say
Dubie himself, his implication is that for all of Hardy's theoretical
pessimism, his love of nature and its energies gives his work
more lift and promise than we might expect. The poem works
either way, but it seems important that both possibilities should
inhere in it, making us hesitate. Our hesitation helps us recog-
nize the tension between art's desire for order and the world's
fruitful ways of upsetting it. The poem is a sonnet, but neither as
decorous nor as formal as we expect a sonnet to be. The speaker,
having seen the lovers and the two boats, is attracted to the fact
that nature may be falling into reassuring patterns by producing
two birds, so that he seems disappointed to have the pattern of
twos broken. But it is only as if to destroy everything that the
third bird makes its appearance. The breaking of pattern instead
triggers the poem's fullest affirmation: "The night always fails."
The unsettled relation between title and text in this poem is
one instance of Dubie's precision. That same care can be found at
every point. The governess and gardener are a bit like the comic
servants in an old comedy, but her scarf and his blue shirt make
them real and touching. The word "drill" in the last line has the
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same reassuring rightness: it is a sound notation, confirmed by
its off-rhyme with “pails/' but it is also of course intensely visual
— we see those jets of milk as vividly as if we were looking over
the milkmaid's shoulder and handling the teats ourselves. The
image is tactile too. Try substituting a word like ''drools'' or
''spills" and you will see how precisely Dubie has brought all the
poem's celebration of life and its assertive energies into that sin-
gle, carefully chosen verb. Again, "rhetoric" will not really serve
as a term that can point to the richness and accuracy we are en-
joying here.
Now, perhaps, I have arrived at one formulation of my dis-
agreement with Altieri's way of talking about poems. It is too
idea-oriented. In emphasizing rhetoric it fails to do justice either
to form or to content. Put it another way: it falls somewhere
between issues of structure and issues of style. It seems to as-
sume that a poet is projecting ideas by striking poses, and that
success or failure is based on the cleverness and originality with
which the ideas and poses are manipulated. Poets are rather like
fashion designers. A new book by, say, Ashbery, is like the new
fall collection from some Parisian trend-setter. In this view a
Frank Bidart can get star treatment because he seems to have
produced a "new look," though that new look, on closer inspec-
tion, rather resembles the emperor's new clothes.
Originality in poetry, true innovation, is hard to isolate and
define. I think, obviously, that it is more related to vision, music,
successful design and stylistic precision than to attempts to dis-
lodge the lyric through excessive reliance on the dramatic or the
narrative. What's more, I think that violently unpleasant subject
matter does not guarantee authenticity or novelty, especially this
far along in the twentieth century. There are no short-cuts to
great poetry, and if that leads to contradictory or paradoxical def-
initions of how it works, then we must learn how to understand
that and make the best of it.
Do I banish the serpent rhetoric from my conventional little
garden? Of course not. I use the term in workshops, especially
when I am showing students how poems build up consistent
worlds and represent deliberate choices about subject and form.
But I think I am more comfortable with terms like vision and
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design and style. It is especially my interest in the latter, with its
implications of closer scrutiny of the text than rhetorical analysis
affords, that allows me to use my random sample technique, my
test by texture/' I don't think the approach would appeal to an
ideologue or a rhetorician. It assumes that a truly good poet will
reveal both style and vision (and their essential interaction) if
glanced at at any juncture. This works for Herbert and Marvell as
well as for Yeats, Stevens, Montale and Mandelstam, to list a few
of my own heroes. It also shows up inadequacies in overpraised
poets like Robert Penn Warren (vision without much stylistic in-
terest) and Robert Lowell (style without vision a lot of the time). I
will continue to use it as a personal litmus test, and I stand by the
notion that it is useful not simply for confirming my biases but
for helping other readers discriminate among new poems, a task
whose difficulty should be obvious.
That leads to a final point. Criticism ought to be a practical
activity. Altieri's reasons for liking Ashbery are, finally, close to
my own and helpful in clarifying them. I wish they weren't so
hard to get at, and I wish that the useful and practical aspect of
criticism were more consistently present in his work. No doubt
that's naive and conventional too, but I am unrepentant. And if
my musings about the four books discussed here have been help-
ful to readers, particularly in the positive cases, this exercise in
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